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Statement of Purpose
1.

2.

In recognition of the fact that transsexual persons have
been3.systematically silenced, marginalized, maligned andeven4.brutalized, not only within mainstream society, bat also'
even5.within feminist; philosophy and culture,
TransSisters : the Journal of Transsexual F eminism has
been6.created to farther the process of “reading ourselves;”
that is, of defining ourselves and creating our own reality,
7.
than allowing others to do so.
rather
8. such, Transsisters is committed toward accomplishing
As
the following objectives:
forum dealing specifically with issues
) to providing a
of transsexuality from a feminist perspective;
the ideas, feelings, concerns and per) to giving voice to
spectives of transsexual feminists;
misperception that transsexuality and
) to ending the

feminism are antithetical;
to ending the invisibility and marginalization of
)
unity;
transsexual persons within the feminist co
fostering understanding of the phenomenon of
) to

mm

transsexuality among nontranssexual feminists;
dialogue, understanding, cooperation
) to promoting
and reconciliation between the feminist and transsexual communities;
feminist consciousness within the trans) to promoting

sexual community;
honest examination of the complex is) to promoting
sues which affect the lives of transsexual persons in a constructive, non-dogmatic manner within a feminist context
leading to the empowerment of transsexual persons through
feminist principles.
Although the primary focus of TransSisters is on issues of
concern to male-to-female transsexuals, issues of concern to
female- to- male transsexuals are also relevant to its purpose.
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order.
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All rights
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reserved.. Contents may not be reproduced except for personal use without
Subscription rates $ 18 00 for four issues in the
permission of the publisher.
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are better off financially to help insure the

continued survival of TransSisters, to make possible
improvements in the quality of the publication and to help keep
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Tetters to the Editor
copy of TransSisters (#2), and I enjoyed
reading the fine articles, even though I was saddened by some
peoples’ response to the question of whether or not we are

my

received

I

we need

that

Dear Davina,
first

group must have the
the

way you

group on all sides of this. Your
patience of saints and a lot of guts to do it

to pull together as a

Good work! Keep

did.

it

up!
Ellie Erickson,

Possibly the

Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival could go

one step further by declaring that only those womyn bom without
being fertilized by any male sperm will be welcome at their future

from Ms. Chnstabel Pankhurst,

also wish to quote

a speech given on 23rd. of

claim our rights as
freedom.

some

It is

women,

March 1911,

We

do

who

movement which,

as

we

believe,

in

Nothing but contempt

is

means

We

in the future

send you a

letter telling

you how much

female working on

last

twenty thousand years, and we
we will no longer hide

and boxes of other peoples’ making just because they

dissertation here in

I

enjoy

a biological

San Diego, California

met my first transsexual twenty years ago when I worked
some psychiatrists here, and so this dissertation is really the
I

for

completion of something
It is

that

began a long time ago.

and

really a pleasure reading the articles

I

am delighted

to

everywhere, with love,

Sincerely,

Cross

Jan Eder, M.A.

Vancouver, Washington

Carlsbad, California

sisters

Tracey

S.

Dear Davina,

Davina,

done reading the Mission to Michigan issue (#2).
It was both depressing and reassuring at the same time.
Throughout my transition, I found that I encountered more
hostility and anger from feminists on the radical fringe than I did
from any other group — as if oppression was their sole right to
just got

experience. I’ve never understood

themselves from

around and using

my

am

I

community. Here in San Diego people are so afraid to be out in
the open, and it is often hard to get them to be active because
their fears keep them hidden.
If I can assist you in any way let me know, thanks for the
work you all are doing!

of this Earth,

To my

to free

to

see that a group of you are so active in the transgendered

are afraid to leave their own.

I

wanted

with male -to- female transsexuals.

due to

ask us to submit to unmerited oppression.

have been around the

in closets

who

are here to

it,”

around

will be

I

not only to be free, but to fight for

the regeneration of all humanity.

those people

said,

“We

our privilege, as well as our pride and joy to take

part in this militant

shall not

Dear Davina,
reading your issues of TransSisters magazine.

festivals???
I

Washington

Seattle,

women/womyn.

it

it

how

so

many

and struggle against

against others

when

it fits

I

wanted

to congratulate

Margaret’s

you for TransSisters,

article “Surgical

it’s great!

Roulette” was very intriguing,

but she didn’t give any details about the types of surgery' (or

surgeons) that she finds objectionable.

Where can

I

learn

more?

Thanks again!

people can begin

Sincerely,

while turning

Shawn Tonnesen

it

their

own

ends.

Chapel

I

Hill,

North Carolina

took heart in your stories and hard work at the festival to bridge
the

Dear Davina,
I don’t have a problem with assimilationists who wish only
to escape into anonymity in their new gender role. Nor do I have

gap between our groups and to help get the message across

who scream and rage against the system. I
do have a problem, however, with those who cannot or will not
see validity in any approach other than their own. Margaret
a problem with those

O’Hartigan obviously

The survey

falls into that category'.

which O’Hartigan referred in her article
“Surgical Roulette” in issue # 3 of TransSisters was conducted
to

specifically to determine the attitudes that transsexual people hold

about the
to

HBIGDA

do with transsexual

served for

in

Standards of Care.

it

sexuality,

and

I

It

had nothing whatsoever

fail to

it

There was no “psychobabble” in the questionnaire. It asked
a simple and straightforward manner for demographic and other

information and solicited opinions about the

of Care (e.g.,

2

see what purpose

to be brought up.

“When

did you

first

HBIGDA

Standards

hear about the Standards of

Issue
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The data provided by

Care?”).

the survey will be used as a tool

for renegotiating the balance of

and pressure

My

approach
I

a

is

different from O’Hartigan’s rock-

bit

realize that the situation

chosen to attempt to change

it

is

my own

in

and

intolerable,

I

have

fashion.

other basis for that matter, unless and until she
In point of fact,

not.

What

and attitudes.

I

I

many

share

do not share with her

pressure

was

Here

of her beliefs

to a large extent, surgeons have been

we

give us what both they and

thought

we

working

we

are

beyond

to

One

if

am no more

I

examiner” than O’Hartigan

is

same way

in the

it

that

I

did to

together

way.

And

yet

if

enough

will be strong

all

I

to

have to deal

To my

like?

we

are

fit

—

line,

sisters

and

to the radical

norm, beyond stereotyping,

the

human

all

beings, please treat us

ask.

addressed to those
I

is

who

are

trying to

still

feel strongly that

competent.

game of fitting square pieces

them, forget the surgeon!

If

we have

Possibly a

test

into round holds:

they try to

Love and blessings

to all

If

them

fit

my

Tracy

my

sisters,

S.

Cross,

Vancouver, Washington

a “licensed psychological

Dear Editor
I

me

to

work

to

change things

twenty years, maybe,

and see which approach has worked

we can

thoroughly enjoyed Margaret O’Hartigan’s article “Surgical
reality

of bad surgery and loss

of orgasmic ability has been a scandal waiting to happen for a

long

Even talking about this is something most
refuse to do, much to our detriment
hope Ms. O’Hartigan will provide us with the name of the
time.

transsexuals

in

get

I

surgeon

better.

still

who performed

her surgery and a brief description of the

techniques he or she used.

Sincerely,

Dallas

The

Roulette” in TransSisters # 3.

bit angry.

in ten or

we

final thought,

they try to

I

my own

good surgeon, and

and are successful, forget them, but give them points for trying!

a “transsexual.”

respectfully request that she allow

and boxes,

is all

of a child’s board

Some of us deal with our
anger by screaming and throwing rocks. Some of us work quietly
to try to change things.
Maggie can throw her rocks, but
and more than a

beyond

the right to test whether a surgeon

survive in our society without becoming

It’s difficult to

politicized

is

it

find the hard cash for the operation,

be

by re-educating both surgeons and those wanting
surgery. Blaming the surgeons for all of our ills comes from the
same sort of bad karma place as do homophobia and transphobia.
O’Hartigan places quotation marks around my professional
credentials. I worked had for my license to practice psychology,
devoting time and energy to

labels

as such, that

best served

transsexualism.

my

lesbian, gay, bisexual or straight

separatists, feminists,

wanted. Most of them

them know what we want
now awakening to a new sensibility, we would

—

brothers

will just let
If

I

U.S. now, with a chance to save for the

in the

can you truly understand what

on

little

are sincerely trying to help us, and will change their approach

we

in

the

am still pre-op, can not
my post-op sisters’s shoes.

with from day to day, and unless you are there on the firing

buy

to

But transsexual people buy into the same

orgasmic potential.

and

I

wait, to hold back?

and sexist notions of womanhood and have placed

undue emphasis on aesthetics and vaginal depth and too
notions,

I

These are some of the frontline pressures we
have bought into and continue

true that surgeons

into patriarchal

Yet since

have walked a mile

I

memories of
would have killed

had any sensation or not,

I

had the money given to me, would

surgeons” attitude.
It is

that intense.

am

I

My own

think

I

whether

operation, a chance to look around for a

--

her “blame the

is

blurred, but

little

for the operation,

truly say until

can understand some of the anguish

I

have gone through and are going through

someone

It’s

knows me

sisters

wanting to be complete.

time are a

this

presumptuous for O’Hartigan to make assumptions about my
degree of radicalism on the basis of my questionnaire, or on any
which she does

can say that

I

my

in this state of

transsexual people.

throwing.

So

scrapped.

power between physicians and

Spring 1394

Denny

Otherwise,

TN Licensed Psychological Examiner

we

are

still

This

in the

is

information

we must

who can

dark about

have.

provide good

surgery, what exactly good surgical techniques are, and which
surgeries can ensure orgasmic response and

Decatur, Georgia

which ones don’ L
Sincerely,

DearDavina,
I

hope we

Gail Sondegaard, Editor
all

read with interest the

Orgasm Workshop

Transsexual

Responses and the survey report of postoperative transsexual

women
women

#

in issue

3.

conducted

I

my own

survey of postop

England who had undergone surgery by Dr. James
found that of ten women, rune were
orgasmic and had experienced full sensations after a year to
eighteen months. The reason for my survey was that
was in a

Dear Davina,

in

Dalrymple of London.

I

I

funded program, and

wanted to be sure

I

had

would

my ow n

date for the operation.

at least feel

some

was

sort of response

program

I

was

in,

However, due

along with

date for surgery,

largely alone in

my

struggle against bigotry on

I

thought

all

I

sides of

Where Separatism
Joins Patriarchy” helped me to articulate many of the frustrations
have felt as a transgendered feminist woman. Many of the
attacks against me and transgendered (contin ued on page 34)
Janis Walworth’s article “Transphobia:

to lack of state funding, the

my own

copy of TransSisters (#3) and was
As an academic queer, feminist activist,

first

the political fence.

speaking with a friend

hardly any sensation.

my

and non -apologetic bisexual transgendered individual,

I

who had the operation from a surgeon
Belgium, and had come away after a period of a year with

after
in

that

I

just received

absolutely swept away.

I

state

News Telegraph

San Francisco, California

I

was

3
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having

initiative petitions

transsexuals have been filed in Washington
state.

The

of these initiatives, “The

first

Equal Rights, Not Special Rights Act,”
sponsored by the Tacoma-based Washington
Public Affairs Council would
state’s constitution to stipulate,

thing's,

that:

“Neither

Washington, nor

its

amend that
among other

the

state

Both

of

political subdivisions,

“ Don't

shall

means

any

by

me you

tell

.

.

.

1994

181,667

November

ballot.

Two

put some holes in those
bodies and see if the sister

bills

introduced

state

in

the

legislature

by

conservative Rep. Val Stevens on 13
January would enact many of the same

come out.”

provisions specified in the two proposed

Louis Farrakhan

amendments.
HB2398
would prohibit the placement of any
constitutional

or

foster child in a household in

transsexual or transvestite

from

to gather

be placed on the

to

Washington

will

instrumentality, enact or enforce
any policy whereby any
homosexual, bisexual, transsexual or transvestite preference,

8 July

until

measure

.

—

state.

legally valid signatures in order for the

.

will

married in a different

filed in

have

are a

in a man’s
Don’t tell me that
because some of these
brothers with these Uzis
.

who

Olympia, Washington on 10
January 1994. Sponsors of the initiatives

woman trapped

body

including counties, cities, towns and school
districts,

were

initiatives

far-

reaching legal implications on the lives of

the effect of nullifying the legal marriages

of any postoperative transsexual

Recognition of Sex-Changes
Two

would have

legislation

Amendment Would Prohibit Legal

Spring 1SS4

is

which a homosexual, bisexual,
HB2400 would prohibit
homosexuality, bisexuality,

present.

orientation, conduct, act, practice or relationship shall be a basis

schools

for a person to maintain any special classification or privilege;

transsexuality or transvestism as positive behavior or as an

minority status; quota preference; affirmative action right; legal

acceptable

presenting

lifestyle.

standing; public benefit; marital, spousal, parental, familial or

domestic privilege, advantage, entitlement, benefit, position, or
status, claim

The proposed amendment
promoted or approved as

positive, healthy or appropriate behavior

or lifestyle” in public schools.
initiative

would have the

legal effect of prohibiting

from being protected under any

A

state.

Farmer’s
officials

by specifically prohibiting the legal recognition of sexchange operations. That initiative, entitled “The Minority Status

gender of

that person for the duration

alterations to the

known

at

persons

human body do

birth or before, of

Washington.

Any same-gender

is

“Marriage

life.

Any

monetary damages unless prison

officials acted with

Elizabeth Alexander, countered that the risk of putting Farmer

physical

did constitute deliberate

not affect the natural gender,

was so obvious that doing so
indifference on the part of prison officials.

“They didn’t even consider her transsexuality,” Alexander argued.
Chief Justice William Rehnquist referred to Farmer
throughout the proceedings as a woman. All of the other

any resident of the State of
marriage or gender alteration

Justices,

Washington.”

neutral

w ith

the

exception of Clarence Thomas, used gender-

terms when referring

to

Farmer.

The Court is not expected
Brennan, 92-7247, before July.

Besides prohibiting transsexuals from being able to change
their birth certificates

Farmer

into the general inmate population

constitute a valid or legal marriage or gender within the State of

on

had actual knowledge of any potential harm.

“deliberate indifference” to “a considerable risk.” Farmer’s lawy er,

obtained or recognized outside the State of Washington shall not

the legal sex

had previously been thrown out by a federal

Paul Bender argued that raped inmates should not be able to
collect

the only and natural

of their

suit

appealed that ruling to the United States Supreme Court, which
heard the case on 12 January 1994. Justice Department lawyer

Between Persons of the Same Gender Prohibited and Natural
Gender Defined,” which specifies the following provision: “The
State of Washington recognizes that gender that is established at
all

government alleging negligence on the part of prison officials. In
her suit. Dee Farmer, 27, contends that she was raped in a

appeals court, which ruled that she failed to prove that prison

state

the time of conception of

has sided against a preoperative

has filed suit against the federal

appearance as the result of taking female hormones, but has not
undergone genital surgery.

by the Southwest Washingtonbased Citizens Alliance of Washington, which is affiliated with
Lon Mabon’s Oregon Citizen’s Alliance, would have even more
disastrous consequences on the lives of transsexuals living in that

entitled

who

security prison in Terre Haute, Indiana in 1989 as the
of prison officials placing her in the general inmate
population. Farmer has breast implants and a very feminine

separate initiative filed

and Child Protection Act,” contains a section

inmate

result

anti -discrimination

or hate crimes legislation enacted by or within the

The Clinton Administration
transsexual

maximum

transsexuals, along with gay men, lesbians, bisexuals and
transvestites,

Prisoner’s Lawsuit

further stipulates that “homosexuality,

bisexuality, transsexuality or transvestism are not presented,

The

Supreme Court Hears Transsexual

of discrimination; or special right or protection.”

and legal documents, the

4

to rule

on

the case.

Farmer

vs.
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FTM Transsexual Murdered After

County

Being Outed By Local Police
The

bullet-riddled dead bodies of three persons, one of

was probably
a farmhouse

Among

a preoperative

FTM

transsexual,

were discovered

Tammy

in

the case, but insists that his
at the

department

time of Brandon’s

New York Gay and
by

to investigate possible civil rights violations

Lesbian

“It’s fair to

ask

Brandon Teena would

if

still

local authorities.

be alive today

authorities and the local newspaper had not forcibly outed
after he had successfully passed as a

his

also a victim of the slaying.

need [her] to be doing his work.’’ Laux

Leslie Feinberg, along with the

was a hermaphrodite.
name from Teena Brandon,
small farm town of Humboldt,

who was

to

Anti-Violence Project (AVP) has called on the Justice Department

male

if

him

a small town,”

in

Feinberg was quoted as stating in the 8 March 1994 issue of The
Advocate.

Nebraska, from nearby Lincoln,and soon thereafter began living
with Lisa Lambert,

According

his attackers.

death.

surgery, but prior to that had told her that he

to the

them as

had been “pursuing” the rape charges

treatment with the intention of eventually undergoing sex-change

had recently moved

comment on

has refused

was Brandon Teena, a biological female who was
living full time as a man. It is not certain whether Brandon
intended to undergo sex-change surgery, but it is certain that he
identified and lived as a man, and that it was for this reason that
he was murdered. Prior to his death, Brandon had told a woman
he was dating, Lana Tisdel, that he was undergoing hormone
the dead

Brandon Teena, who changed

identified

Brandon, Sheriff Laux had responded to her inquiry by

telling her that “he didn’t

in southeastern Nebraska on New’ Year’s Eve.

to

Lotter and Nissen had not been arrested, despite the fact

Brandon had

that

whom

Laux four days before the slaying

sheriff Charles B.

why

ask

Spring 1994

Local authorities deny that their outing of Brandon

The

way

was Phillip DeVine, 22, a friend who
was staying at the farmhouse that night.
Brandon passed easily as a man in Humbolt, but was
third victim of the slaying

any

in

contributed to his killers’ motives, and have declined to

classify

it

enme. However,

as a hate

Lotter’s sister has confirmed

and Nissen were both very angry after learning

that he

Brandon was

that

biologically female.

discovered to be biologically and legally female by local police

who

arrested

weeks

him on a misdemeanor check forgery charge two

prior to his slaying.

Police then publicly released

Farra khan Calls For Murder

this

of Transsexual

information to the local newspaper the Falls City Journal.

Two

Falls City

men, John

Lotter,

The

22 and Marvin Nissen, 21,

Women

recent outcry over anU-Semitic remarks

Muhammad, and

made by Nation

have been arrested and charged with

the murder, as well as with

of Islam official Khalid

Day kidnapping and

sexual assault of Brandon.

Islam leader Louis Farrakhan to denounce them, has managed to

were not

filed until after the slaying,

overshadow

the Christmas

However

the latter charges

despite the fact that Brandon’s sister Tammy had called Richardson

the failure of Nation of

transphobic and homophobic remarks previously

made by Farrakhan

himself

a speech at California State

in

Northndge on 4 November 1993.

University at

Apparently

equating homosexuality and transsexuality, Farrakhan stated: “

THE JOURNAL OF

.

sisters are

Where’s

GENDER STUDIES

God

going with

civilization going?

destroyed

.

.

brother going with brother.

sisters,

Where’s America going?.

Sodom and Gomorrah, how do you

.

Hell,

.

if

think he will

spare America?

I’m not knocking homosexuals. That’s

At

Last...

A Professional Publication that:

• Features articles

on all aspects
and males)

of the

gender

new

titles

psychology of gender perceptions,

roles,

know

Don’t

both fiction and
•Reviews selected titles on various aspects of the
gender world
•Includes works of poetry, arts (where feasible)
and theater on gender questions
Truly a must for

I

me you

on gender

nonfiction

all students of the sociology, anthropology

brothers and

I

love

that there’s

not think so now, but

issues (for females

•Introduces excerpts from

my
and

are a

tell

will put

come

^

me

woman
that

but

I

I

love

know what God expects
that road. You may

no future going down

God knew what

he was doing.

trapped in a man’s body. Don’t

Don’t
tell

me

tell

that.

because some of these brothers with these Uzis

some holes

in those bodies

and see

if

the sister will

out.”

TransSisters

Newswatch

TransSisters : the Journal of Transsexual

and lifestyle options

ciates receiving

Feminism appre-

new s clippings or copies of

articles

about

transsexual persons and the issues affecting their lives.

You

Publication Dept. (JGS)
406 Western Ave., Suite 345
South Portland, ME 04106

1

sisters,

family.

and

Outreach Institute

Subscriptions are $16 for

my

my

ty

can help TransSisters keep the transsexual communi-

informed of events and issues affecting

it

copies of any such news dippings or aticles

Anne

year or $30 for 2 years.

Gabriel;

Missouri 641 10

A complimentary copy will be sent on written request.
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Renee Chmqsapin
Beginning with

this

Transsexual Feminism

is

issue,

TransSisters: the Journal of

Renee Chinquapin

most talented and

York. She fled the
work and study in Europe
for four years, ending up with a
son in Switzerland. Back at a
farm in upstate New York, she
lived the Whole Earth Catalogue
dream, learning about building,
farming and animals.
In

regular staff writers consisting of

TransSisters

some of

the

is

from

7

women

as

its

Although TransSisters will continue to

accept submissions for publication from anyone, these are the

people whose work you can expect

on a regular basis

to see

New

draft to

very indeed proud to be able

to feature such a remarkably distinguished group of

regular staff writers.

a self-

described egghead Jewish kid

thought-provoking individuals writing about the subject of
transsexuality today.

is

pleased to be able to present a group of

in

TransSisters:

California, she pioneered a piece

Christine Beatty

of mountain woodland, clearing

a

old,

and planting an orchard, building
three houses, and enjoying the

transsexual lesbian, author,

hippie lifestyle. Gradually, she

San

became involved in local theatre,
pop psychology, jazz dance and

Christine Beatty

is

year

thirty-five

musician, and founder of

Gender
which

Francisco
Information,
maintains

a

ballet, trying to balance her
urban origins with her love of

database of

resources for transsexuals.

nature.

a native of the San

She was

She is
Francisco peninsula, a
veteran of the U.S. Air
Force, and the holder of an

man, fearful of being pushed
a homophobic
gay world, as she had never been interested in men
sexually, but cross-dressed a bit in private without paying it any
mind or feeling torn about her identity. A serial monogamist, she

A.A. degree in Computer

found it hard to be the man her lovers wanted, but easy to be a
good partner/buddy. Her relationships were lengthy, meaningful
and tender, but when the gender issue finally emerged it possessed
She was lucky enough to find a woman who
her entirely.

Science

who

kicked herself

out of the middle class and

mainstream society in
of 1985

when she

move

left

May
her

straight

into the

supported her emotionally through the entire process.

She

San

catapulted through the transvestite stage in a few weeks and

Francisco’s Tenderloin district and metamorphose into a

lunged for the total transformation with the same passion as she’d
done everything else in her life. Living on a ranch allowed her
great freedom to express her new identity, but coming out in a
small town required of her a great deal of courage. Feeling the

wife

to

to

transsexual lesbian prostitute. Since then she has gotten off drugs

and enjoys her

life as

a transsexual lesbian yuppie.

She also

plays rock guitar and sings with a band formed by her and her
lover.

need for positive mirroring, she eventually chose to leave and to

Her writing has been published in Growing Pains, Anything
That Moves, Chrysalis Quarterly, Lesbian Contradiction,
Whor ezine. Spectator, The TV-TS Tapestry Journal and On Our
Backs. She has also been published anonymously many times in
various recovery-related publications. Her First book of poems
and short stories Misery Loves Company was published by
Glamazon Press in 1993. She has just completed a new

San Francisco Bay Area because her rural neighbors
would never see her as anything other than the very male rancher
they’d known. She went back into the closet, pretending she’d
always been a woman, got her M.A. in Psychology, and started to
return to the

counsel transgendered males, their families and friends.

She underwent surgery

market
She has appeared on numerous television and radio talk shws,
including the Jane Whitney show. People Are Talking, Montel
Williams, and the Alex Bennett radio program. She has also
appeared on numerous discussion panels on the topics of
transsexuality and gender, mostly for college classes and special
collection of short stories which she will soon

interest groups,

and has read her work

literary events in the

San Francisco

at

many

local

in

experience there. The wonderful

throughout

all

Brussels, having a

woman who

homble

had supported her

of her transition found that she could not handle

left her for a man.
She has a feminist Jungian orientation, and counsels couples
and many lesbians from her home in Berkeley, as well as does

being a lesbian and

telephone counseling for out-of-state clients.

She speaks

venues and

six languages,

and her work has been published

The TV-TS Tapestry Journal and Anything That Moves.

area.
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Margaret Deirdre O’Hartigan
Currently residing

founder,

TransSisters

Gabriel

a

is

forty

years

fourteen

year old,

postmodern

waterfront

recovered Catholic, former altar

Cloud Island

Universalist, diagnosed borderline

where she received her

personality, inveterate bohemian,

first

and

chick
for

long

feminist,

time

gay

lesbian transsexual and

&

Delta

at the

She

attended

the

Minnesota, which she

until age 11, when her family
moved to Little Rock, Arkansas.
She attended high school at
Subiaco Academy, a private all-

which she received an
in

Margaret Deirdre O’Hartigan
photo by Petranella Ytsma

institution

Catholic

mental
to cure her of

transsexuality.

Within a year of her release she received her

Having sold her

first

short story at the age of 22, Margaret

was an activist in the local antinuclear movement She has held numerous prominent positions

state

Kansas

1978, the
to

local lesbian separatists.

Supreme Court.

the State of

decided

Minnesota

in her favor

by the

1978 also saw her successfully lobby
bill

designed

to

the

end public

Hennepin Avenue in Minneapolis. Margaret has also had a case
heard by the Washington State Supreme Court.

City.

was

Pagan memorial service observing the
Salem Witchcraft trials and executions and has

In 1992 she planned a

and having a (now discredited) smear-

campaign conducted against her by

final surgery, in a case

Minnesota Legislature to defeat a

motivated to become an activist on behalf of transsexual causes
after being forcibly outed

same year she successfully sued

pay for her

straight press in

funding of sex-change surgery, while by night she whored on

lesbian, transsexual, feminist

After living as a closeted transsexual for ten years, she

first

surgery.

Prior to that she

in

was

by her parents for electroshock treatment

began writing openly as a transsexual for the

and Pagan organizations

She

1973.

subsequently placed in a

Subiaco, Arkansas, from

the feminist

&

Tozer

a

Associate of Arts degree

Gamma fraternity.

as an activist for a variety of gay

on

Scholarship and from

movement began in 1979
while she was still in transition, when she was one of the
organizers of the first Women Take Back the Night March in
Kansas City.

University of

She was born in the
exceedingly macho city of
Amarillo, Texas and lived there

to

Her involvement with

sought

first

at

in

age of four.

surgery at the age of 19

other

Kansas City, Missouri in 1972 to
attend Rockhurst College, from which she received a B.A. degree
in Psychology and English in 1976. While in college, she was a

member of Alpha

vision and spiritual

guide

causes.

boys Benedictine boarding school

She moved

rural

in

southeastern Minnesota,

activist

1967-1971.

Grey

on

Unitarian

hippie

photo by Fran Windier

River

Mississippi

the

feminist, a self-initiated Witch,

boy,

Davina Anne Gabriel

Deirdre

O’ Hartigan was raised on

postoperative transsexual lesbian

Mensan,

in

Oregon,

Portland,
Margaret

publisher and editor Davina Anne

tn centennial of the

Her

been active on a variety of peace and social justice

A

activism on behalf of transsexual issues includes testifying before

issues.

self-described radically-sexed, long-haired butch

New

Amazon,

the City Council of Kansas City, Missouri for inclusion of

Margaret has lived in Manhattan,

transsexuals in an anti-discrimination ordinance, working to

Her writing has appeared in the Minnesota Daily, Technolog, The
Vancouver Columbian, The Fine Print, Bluestockings, The San
Francisco Bay Times and The Lavender Network, among other

successfully eliminate discrimination against postoperative
transsexual

women

at

women-only events

in the entire Greater

Kansas City metropolitan area, speaking about transsexual issues
at queer conferences and local colleges, and partici paring in
activities to protest the policy

women from

and she currently also writes for Olympia,
She has worked as a
Washington’s Sound Out magazine.
newspaper typesetter for the past 10 years and before that, as a
secretary for advertising agencies. She is a coordinator for Bi-Net
Oregon and a member of the Northwest Gender Alliance in
Portland.
Her most recent workshop on the sex-changed
publications,

excluding postoperative transsexual

Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival both in
1992 £nd 1993. She was one of four transsexual women expelled
from that event in 1993.
the

She was also previously the editor
writer for

two queer newspapers

in

of,

and a columnist

/

priestesses of

staff

Kansas City, The Kansas City

'in

Her writing has

News, The Lesbian

also been published in

& Gay News-Telegraph

,

New Woman’s Conference

Margaret enjoys archery, chess, model airplanes, cooking

Gay Community

and a variety of

Cybele was for the 1993

Guemeville, California.

Gazette and The Fine Print, both of which she also helped to
found.

Jersey and Washington.

Middle Eastern food, growing exotic house pi ants and

She

local

publications in Kansas City.

7

is

41 and belongs to an 8 year-old

cat.

raising hell.
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Mustang Sally

Rachel Pollock
Born

moved

Pollack

Mustang

in Brooklyn, Rachel
at the

age of

nine to Poughkeepsie,

New

Sally {pseud ., a.k.a. the ‘Stang

Thang) came out as

a transsexual lesbian as a California teenager in the early days of

Women’s

the

Liberation and Lesbian Feminist movements.

York, the setting for her
novel Unquenchable Fire.
Rachel’s transsexual
feelings began somewhere
around the age of four or
five, when she began,
secretly, to wear her sister’s

re-establishing a reputation for thoughtful, provocative, non-

clothes and to fantasize being

doctrinaire feminist analysis under her real name.

recognized as a

girl.

She

Despite her significant accomplishments as an activist (thanks to
an uncanny instinct for public relations) and the esteem in which
she

was held by many

her local lesbian community, she took

in

the full brunt of lesbian separatist transphobia as

it

came

into

Blacklisted in lesbian and feminist circles for years, she

being.

has worked in advertising, editing and desktop publishing, slowly

regular writer for Transsexual

She

is

also a

News Telegraph.

kept these desires secret for

Rachel Pollack
photo by Davina

Anne

23 years

Gabriel

ail in

until

a rush.

woman
before deciding that she desired surgery.

Anne Wilchins

Riki

she came out

She lived as a

Riki

some five years
Her first and last

two year

for

was

what she was getting into, so permission from
him was a formality. Her surgery was performed in 1976 by Dr.
Philip Lamaker. After surgery, Rachel remembered the Jewish
prayer said by orthodox men every morning, “Blessed is God, who
has not made me a woman.” She considered an addendum,

now

which he said

knew

that she clearly

knew

as well

“Double Messed

is

Dr. Lamaker,

U S.

York. While living

is

in

Ohio and

New York

City,

enjoys

athletics,

has played in various amateur
leagues

in the early

Rachel

in Cincinnatti,

lives

She

particularly basketball, which she

in

1970s she was actively involved in the
Women’s and Gay Liberation Movements. During this time, she
was physically assaulted by a group of separatist women after
refusing their demand to leave a women’s conference in London.
England

bom

She

New

years

a therapist

who has.”

to live in upstate

thirteen

where she makes her living as a
computer consultant on Wall
Street, and also works part-time as

After living in Europe for nineteen years, Rachel recently
returned to the

a forty-

feminist and incest survivor.

and

she

old,

is

postoperative transsexual lesbian

interview with a psychologist lasted twenty minutes, during
herself better than he did,

Anne Wilchins

—

both men’s and women's

— and which she will

be competing

during the upcoming Gay
Games in NYC this summer.
in

one of several post-surgery transsexual women who

Her fourth novel.
Temporary Agency, will be published in August of 1994.
Unquenchable Fire won the Arthur C. Clarke Award in Britain,

She is a co-founder of the
Program at the Gay and Lesbian Community
Center of New York City and of a twelve-step program for
transsexuals in New York City. She is also the co-founder of a
newly formed transsexual activist group, the Transsexual
Me nance, the first action of which was to successfully persuade
the upcoming Gay Games to drop all restrictions on transsexual
participation. She has organized several “transsexual speak outs”
Gender

are professional science fiction writers.

Identity

Rachel has published ten books on the
and has created her own tarot deck, the
Shining Woman Tarot, which was inspired by tribal and
prehistoric art from around the world. Rachel’s recent work
includes writing the monthly comic book. Doom Patrol, a surreal
superhero comic for Vertigo/DC. Recent stories have featured a
transsexual superhero named Kate Godwin. She has also written
numerous articles which have been published in a variety of
publications including Rites of Passage, The San Francisco Bay
Times, Chrysalis Quarterly aid Spring: a Journal of Archetypal

and poems about transsexuality which have been published

Psychology.

variety of publications and regularly conducts workshops on

for best novel

of 1988.

subject of Tarot cards,

For the

last

few

years, Rachel has

the spiritual history of transsexuality.

at the

in

at the

worked intensively with

LUST

Community Center of NYC,

including one

fortieth anniversary of Christine

(Lesbians Undoing Sexual Taboos) Conference

transsexual sexuality at the

NYC.

In 1993, she gave a speech

She participated

Gay

&

articles
in a

Lesbian Community Center of

in activities protesting the policy of

women from the Michigan Womyn’s Music
1993 where she conducted workshops entitled
^Twenty -One Things You Don’t Say to a Transsexual” outside
excluding transsexual
Festival

Greek Mysteries,” a journey to archaeological sites in Greece.
The tour will be a sacred exploration. Rachel invites transsisters

You can

Lesbian

honor of the

organized by Pat Califia in 1992. She has written several

France on “Aphrodite: Transsexual Goddess of Passion.” In
September of 1994 she will lead a “Shining Woman Tour of the

this

&

in

Jorgensen’s sex -change surgery. She was also an invited speaker

in

and brothers everywhere to attend.

Gay

1992

in

the festival gates.

write to her in care of

transsexuality.

magazine.
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She

is

currently working on a book about
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DComs de Tfume; OComs de 9uerre:
Deride and Privacy
value and being rejected when outed.

1 found that some of us
shame but out of pride: after being
humiliated one time too many, we swear never to allow that to
happen to us again.

by Mustang Sally
Kurt Vonnegut,
Rocquelaure.

I

closet ourselves not out of

Anne Rice has A.N.

has Kilgore Trout.

Jr.

have Mustang Sally.

Using a pen name to wnte on transsexual issues
one sense, more of gesture than anything

me

motivated efforts to out

college friend has been at

that

it

may

Over the years post-surgery, my psyche healed little by little,
sometimes by my own efforts, sometimes by the universe
showing me that I really wasn’t that different from other women.
What I had desired came about of its own accord: to experience my
life as woman first, lesbian second and transsexual somewhere

be, in

given the diversely

else,

One

proceed so relentlessly.

old

for twenty years, apparently out of

shame at having been indispensable to my
way
my
onto the path of transition. And someone else,
reasons unknown, recently jumped to the illogical conclusion

lesbian separatist

back

finding
for

politics, instead

of evoking the

In

an

slightest,

convert

our interactions

have circles of friends

Yet despite
futility

its

“Transsexual pride , in the
traditional leftistlfeminist
sense , would mean deriving
\a certain amount of joy and
positive sense of self from
being a transsexual woman
instead of a woman born
with a normal female genital

apparent long-range

some private — and
knowledge among sisters of

(and despite

consensual

my

my ass.

--

identity),

my alter ego

serves important

part

enables

it

feminism

transsexual

in

me

to take

while

remaining a private person instead of a

public

There

figure.

are

career

/

tract.

accommodate

peace over

my

my

family

now

that

we enjoy a hard-won

transsexual background

This matter

transsexual feminism

is
is

for writing on

to maintain perspective

means

to

me

on what

my

terms of

in

both personal and

political:

a tricky matter, with

one

facet of

At any

intent

my

life as

we

a

rate, unless

we choose

to

we need our

social

own

being.

same time, on a macro level,
we must take a certain amount of risks
At

the

world as transsexual

the

being

that,

and a different

level

Transsexual feminism seems

that.

on heavy reliance on

make

less risky to that well-being.

gay coming out model: hiding
is

liberation;

by coming

is

out,

replace negative stereotypes with the positive realities of our

lives

building a

of us

a reality, through

gender, for our mental and emotional well-

destructive self-hatred, coming out

and experience. Unfortunately, coming out transsexual may

gain us respect as individuals, but not necessarily validation for

more shades of grey

our gender and sexual identiUes.

Aside from safety reasons (personal and career),
to be out as a transsexual reflects

is

in the

Many

our individual experience of our

of commitment to doing

than a Linotype halftone.

that

which that ideal

Each of us has a different way of doing

More importantly, using a pen name

whole.

skewing, even

its

with our social identities to
identified in the

transsexual issues, and especially relating them to personal

me

be comfortably

world as women.

point of view,

don y t.”

sex change.

experience, enables

all

experience to conform, by and large, with

the privacy wishes of

the older generation of

could

experience the world from a trans gendered

considerations involved here, as well as a
desire to

in

in the

reality.

\

For one,

functions.

we

individual combinations of gravitating to
good people and working to create that

informing her that she and her “greater
cause” could kiss

ideal world,

open about our transsexuality without

me to serving queer
normal human response of

me would

that outing (and trashing)

in the pack.

The coming out model (which

my reluctance

my discomfort with how

pride model) loses something

readily

our lives becomes our defining characteristic

transsexual experience.
in

is

really a subset of the ethnic

in translation

This

is

overlaid on the

hardly surprising

considers that the root ethnic pride model

the eyes of others.
was out as transsexual in my local lesbian
community while going through transition;
was loved and

when
is far

when one

from foolproof

I

itself.

That model, of course,

is

African-American: the realization

I

that pride in heritage

appreciated there until the wars over the idea of a correct political

was extremely disorienting, at a time when 1 was
a frightened young adult trying to get my happy lesbian tush
line erupted.

It

through the clinic system, to find that every lesbian

had the right to decide for herself

who or what

1

in these pages.

continued to be one of thriving

My own
when

I

met

felt

who can

in addition to

African-

Americans have shown they can excel at pursuits both
mainstream and specifically ethnic — which is indisputably the
mark of genius. At the same time, Afrocentnsm can sometimes
be tragically misplaced, as when children accuse their peers who

she

was. Things have

changed, thanks in no small part to the stalwarts

found elsewhere

I

and culture must be cultivated

(or even instead of) integration into the larger society.

be

excel academically of “wanting to be white.”

experience, though,

Sorting out what

could be taken at face

9

is

positive

and what

is

limiting about

Issue

lesbian and gay culture

sexual orientation

is

adults

builL

many

but one of

Queer

task, given that

much more nebulous

a

is

around which an identity can be
is —

personal characteristics

— and among more self-actualized

politics nonetheless treat

“queer” folks as

me away from my

parents steered

organized for boys.

inexplicable longing,

by how much one’s sexuality deviates from that of the average
no
heterosexual. This no doubt greatly comforts those with
it
but
lives,
their
ethnic or regional heritage that gives meaning to

was having her

to
deni grates as “assimiliationist” anyone too individual to be able

any generic North American gay ghetto.
Feminist (read “lesbian”) communities and movements walk
a fine line: they can nurture women and support social groupings
based on female modes of social interaction and community, but
at

random

into

wallowing in the narcissistic excesses of identity politics.
Transsexual feminism can allow us to share and self-define our
experiences of our lives, and work together to overcome
oppression. There is, however, a major trap into which we can
risk

by making our transsexuality the basis of our public identity:
we could gain an identity as transsexuals by negating our
fall

individual lives as

women.

The essence of our

transsexual experience

is

identifying flaws

Basically, we identify
and doing something about them.
female (and I do mean
we
are
realizing
by
ourselves as transsexual
in the physiological sense, that

some or

all

of our brains, at least,

were prevented by prenatal endocrine action from being
masculinized). I do believe the experiences we have growing up
are a subset of growing up female. Nonetheless, for us, growing
up

to

be/emerging as

involves overcoming

women

physical deficiencies and social deprivations.

achieving a certain base level of

womanhood

certain

believe

woman among women. As

grow up, but need

to

ground

this in

our daily

good a

subset of

to this latter,

1

I

human

being.

At

the

woman bom

with a

my

transsexuality deprived

of other experiences, that deprivation inflicting wounds that
required a great deal of healing. Seeing girls walking along the

reminds

me

excitement

of the aching void

I

are widely

in

felt in

exploring their world,

my

childhood as

cycle

acknowledged as a

life experiences in general,

we

face the

Michigan Womyn’s Music

Festival. One
women’s space, and
makes a big deal about the other- than -wo man parts of her social
and bodily history not to set herself apart from “women” but to

have been out

at the

attends to experience being a

woman

in

broaden the working definition thereof. To accomplish this,
however, one must call attention to those differences, and risk
appearing as though she is setting herself in oppxisition to the

community.

When

at transsexual

look

I

women who

publicly identify as

such and are accepted as lesbians in their local communities, I too
often see them included in an “even though they’re not really

women

women”

like we’re

kind of way. Some, especially those

exploring gender alternatives,

While acknowledging

may

not have a problem with

dispiarities in life

women,

this.

experiences between

do have a problem with

I

—

incorrectly and psresumptuously

women, we

women uniformly

my

-

—

as though

identify as a different (lesser?) breed

(woman-flavored critters?) Obviously, some of us
would rather pass and know where we stand as individuals than be
out and wonder whether we are accepited in a women’ s community
of

women

only by a

liberal definition

of the word.

In response to both the development of transsexual feminism

and recent attempts to alter my participation (in whichever
direction) in women’s or “queer” community, I have indeed been
re-evaluating

how

I

balance openness and concealment in

my life,

I have
and how that balance helpis and/or harms me. As
opened up a little bit more, and let go of most of my anxiety over
how being outed might affect my life and freedom. I have not,
however, decided to come out to any significant degree. Instead, I

a result,

choose to see the privacy/openness balance

time,

life

through promotion of an identity based on honoring those
experiences. It is the challenge faced by transsexual women who

transsexual

lives.

me

street together, noting their

women’s experiences

women’s

can face these

for this, but sp>eak

don’t.

same

women

precisely the point. Until such a time

do

My expenences as a transsexual were both profound and
terrifying, and challenged me in ways that honed my capabilities
as a

is

we

Transsexual pride, in the traditional leftist/feminist sense, would
mean denving a certain amount of joy and positive sense of self

tract.

— which

have merely earned a kind of exception to exclusion of the nonfemale. It’s not enough. Yet there are those who not only settle

something we as transsexuals are by definition anything but
happy about To have transsexual pride, then, means balancing
pnde in our intersex experience with pride in being women.

normal female genital

third)

the notion that, instead of having proven ourselves

means pride in the things that set us apart from
—
other women, namely having been bom with male organs

instead of a

was agony to know that whether to carry
dreamed of at age nine, when my mother
was a decision that was out of my hands.
it

(as I’d

daunting challenge of working toward that exclusion by claiming
our experiences as transsexual without negating our womanhood

transsexuality

woman

sight of a

view,

woman

from being a transsexual

menstruation to

When my biological
baby filled me with an

my

are, in

as anyone else, and our experience in
doing so certainly offers the opportunity for rare insights into the
human condition. To some extent, however, pride in our
as

as transsexual

first

into adulthood.

transsexual and non transse x ual

We can certainly take pride in overcoming our birth defects to
become

did not have a

Yes, other (nontranssexual)
gut-checks, too

playmates toward activities

to our

seek clues for gender-appropriate socialization as

we

and bear a child

girl

Very basic

having an estrogen-based hormonal cycle and getting up to speed

on interacting as a

1

remember as my passage
clock went off, and the

one s
a “people” in the ethnic sense, and judge individual pnde in
or
gay,
as
orientation by whether or not one is readily identifiable

fit
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organic process

,

not a static decision.

I

in

my

life as

an

believe as the balance

evolves and goes through its changes, the process will make
positive statements about the meaning of transsexuality in an
individual life over the course of that

life.

p»ndering the meaning of how I
What I
handle my transsexual background is the fact that it is perhaps the
most intimate detail of my life. As (continued on page 13)

could not avoid
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©ods:

^ex changing as a Form of jShape- Shifting in
pagan J^gthologj), Bitual and Beligious practice
In

Anne Gabriel
” M—HBBB——EMBB—————H——P—

by Darina

woman

some

merely disguises himself as a

instances, Loki

rather than actually transforms himself into one.

In order

1

I

T

I

Among

to recover

vanous powers attnbuted
to the Gods and Goddesses of Pagan
mythology throughout the world is that of
the

shape-shifting; that

transform oneself

is,

at

the

usually

Freyja in bndal garb and Loki disguises
himself as a bridesmaid to deceive the frost

in

will into another

took

the

This

Taliesin, in

In

which Gwion Bach

hawk and

into the hall

finally a hen.

battle,

in

Gods and Goddesses

When

Loki accuses Odin

tnumph

in

Odin responds by accusing Loki of

“woman

However, Odin, who
consort of Loki,

ritual or

through the

engaged
transformed himself into a
particular

possession of a magical charm.

An occasional method of shape-shifting that is also found in
mythology throughout the world is that of sex-changing, usually
as a form of disguise. This form of shape- shifting may assume
body into

that of the other

simply take the form of cross-dressing as a means of

through and

in

also

is

a frequent

known

to

sex-changing as well.

woman

form of magic known as

is

on occasion

seider,

to

have

Odin

perform

a

which he learned from

and which could only be performed by women.
Hindu mythology, Vishnu transforms himself into

his wife Freyja,

In

a

known as Mohini in order to settle a dispute
Gods and demons over whom he had precedence.

ravishing beauty

among

the

Shiva becomes so enchanted with Vishnu as a

woman

that he

persuades him to revert to female form and to have intercourse

disguise.

The God most frequently associated with sex-changing is
probably the Norse God Loki. In order to learn from Fngg how
to kill Baldur, Loki transforms himself into an old woman. In
order to prevent a disguised giant from completing the impossible
task of rebuilding the walls of

Asgard within

six

months and

thereby winning Freyja as his bnde, Loki combines the shapeshifting aspects of sex-changing

become a mare

manner

all

through.”

legends, even ordinary people were believed to be able to shape-

may

there.

finally calling Loki a

The ability to shape-shift was also a
power attributed to certain sorcerers,
shamans and folk heroes.
In some

sex or

and begins hurling

giving birth to and nursing children,

into pigs.

the form of actually transforming the

Loki,

years in the shape of a milkmaid, and even

Greek myth of Circe, who lures
unwitting sailors to her island abode and

of performing a particular

of the Norse

living under the Earth for a period of eight

the

shift as the result

many

of allowing a weaker foe to

form of someone being involuntarily

them

in

visit the great hall of

under the ocean.

lies

of insults at the

assembled

transformed into another form, such as

to

angered that he was not invited, barges

Shape-shifting also occurs in the

there transforms

another myth,

Aegir, which

hare, a fish, a bird

pursues him in the form of a greyhound,
a

hammer

mamage

for

other occasions, Loki

Gods and Goddesses

in order to
escape the Goddess Cerridwen, who

otter,

it

order to fly great distances.

and finally a kernel of grain

an

On vanous

stolen the

borrows Frejya’s dress of falcon feathers

form of

transformation into an animal for the

myth of

hopes of ransoming

Freyja.

purpose of disguise, such as in the Welsh

assumes the form of a

Thrym, who had

giant

ability to

form, either animate or inanimate.
practice

Thor’s stolen hammer, Thor disguises himself as

and changing

into an animal to

away the giant’s horse, Svadilfan. Loki
number of months, and gives birth to the

that lures

then disappears for a

eight-legged colt Sleipmr,

whom

he gives to Odin.

with him.

Vishnu as Mohini then gives

birth to a hermaphroditic

deity.

Changing sex

is

also something that the

Gods and Goddesses

do to mortals, sometimes as punishment, sometimes as a reward.
The most famous example of this is found in the Greek myth of
the Theban soothsayer Tiresisas, who is transformed into a

woman

as punishment for killing a female snake that he found

coupling with a male snake.

When

Tiresisas then

comes

the female form, attesting that the sexual pleasure of
ten times as great as that of
into a

11

men, she
man, again as punishment.

is

to prefer

women

is

again transformed back
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In the

Mahatbharala a king
,

is

woman by
hundred sons.

traditionally functioned as

transformed into a

bathing in a magical river, then gives birth to a

men, she refuses

that of

Unlike Tiresisas, she

Hindu myth, a

In another
into a

boy by a

the daughter of

In

spirit

changed back into

to be

esteem and reverence.

named Sikhandin

girl

a'

is

toward

marry

citizen of Phaestos tells his

Among

pregnant wife Galatea that he will not rear a child unless it is a
When she gives birth to a girl, she disguises her and gives

This event was

and invulnerable to

because her husband

males

whom

woman

he finds

and

Gods

prefers

in order to seduce

attractive.

A more common form

of sex-changing as shape-shifting

simply involved disguising oneself as the opposite sex.

myth of Vertumnus and Pomona, Pomona,

the

In the

Goddess of

fruit

Vertumnus, the God of the changing
year, disguises himself as an old woman in order to persuade
Pomona to accept him as a lover. Hercules lives as a woman and
trees spurns all suitors, so

a slave of

Queen Omphale

for three years as punishment for

killing his fnend Iphitus in a

woman

fit

of rage.

Leucippus disguises

who

the

Scythians themselves ascribed the cause of
to

this

the

Goddess Aphrodite.

In

Phrygia, the priestesses of Kybele were

who had performed selfcastration and lived as women.
The
Romans, who believed themselves to be
biological males

Goddesses

themselves

Zeus also transforms

sex with males.
himself into a

herself into a

Ganymede

among

many biological males
who castrated themselves and took up
women’s occupations, and that the

implicit recognition of male
and female attributes in all
persons , as well as in the

to

biological

revered as

Scythians a great

undiff e rentiated,
constituting an

thereby

she grants his

if

is

Hebe on occasion transforms

man

was

fulfill

in order to

sacred beings with special religious functions.

original state of
humanity and of the deities

become a man
wounds. The Goddess

request Caenis’ request

sorcerers.

.the

.

wishes to seduce Caenis, the daughter of the

any wish she may have

had both male and female

Hippocrates described

,

king of Lapithaei, and promises to

males

who

were required to change sex

Among the Buddhists of Myanmar,
who function as women are called acaull and are

become

her a male name. When
concealed, Galatea appeals to the Goddess Leto to change the

and the Goddess complies.
commemorated by a festival called the
Ekdysia which means “the divestment.”
In another Greek myth, Poseidon

the Araucanians of Chile,

sorcerers, biological males

no longer be easily

child’s sex,

Individuals

initiation.

lifetimes, ultimately culminating in initiation as a shaman.

boy.

the child’s sex can

Chukchees of Siberia, there exists a particular
in which a change of sex is a necessary step

would be chosen for such
transformation during youth, and would undergo gradual
transformation through a number of stages throughout their

a powerful king.

Greek mythology, Lampros, a

the

branch of shamanism

transformed

as a yaksha so that she can

known

Among

man when

granted her wish.

is

shamans, sorcerers, priests and
and have enjoyed high

priestesses in their respective cultures,

Like Tiresisas, attesting that women’s sexual pleasure far exceeds
given the opportunity.
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descendants of the Phrygians, brought the

worship of Kybele to Rome, where she
was worshipped as Cybele, and where her worship eventually
became the official religion of the Roman Empire. Similarly,
even today, the
initiation

hijras

into the

of India practice ritual self-castration as

pnestesshood of their Mother Goddess

Mahuchara Mata
In all but a very'
until

few Native American

tribes, there

very recent times a category of persons

and were

entirely accepted as

their biological

members

who

has existed

lived entirely

of the sex opposite that of

anatomy. Such individuals would typically take

raised as a girl

up such a lifestyle as the result of mystical vision or a message
from their deities in a dream. In all such cases, there existed
specific initiation rites for becoming the opposite sex.
Throughout the Middle Ages, Witches were not only believed

by King Athamas (of Orchomenus) and Queen Ino, and
impersonates a woman at various times throughout his life.

to be able to change their own sex at will, but to be able to
change the sex of others, both human and non-human as well,

himself as a
hales

all

men and

in

order to ingratiate himself to Daphne,

dedicates herself to chastity.

youth from Argive, disguises himself as a
an Athenian maid

whom

he loves.

girl in

Dionysius

woman by

is

Hymenaeus, a
order to follow

his mother, Thetis, so as to

through the use of magical potions or by the interventions of

escape having to fight in the Trojan War. Theseus also lives for a

demons. The Malleus Malleficarum contains a supposedly
eyew itness account of a girl changed into a boy by the devil in

Achilles,

is

time as a

disguised as a

woman

after first arriving in Athens.

In

Hindu

mythology. Samba, the son of Krishna, disguises himself as a

Rome.

woman and goes about mocking the other Gods.
Not only the frequency of sex-changing found in Pagan
mythology, but also the attendant beliefs and customs of Pagan

practiced by persons designated as religious functionaries, but was

commonly

people attest to the divine significance attributed to this practice.

certain religious occasions.

Religiously significant cross-gender behavior

pregnant

This significance
associations with

is

manifested

in the

religious function.

In

this

was

Pagan societies

and

women dressed as men.

throughout the world, even unto the present day, there have been
individuals

who

do not actually

are regarded as having changed sex, even

alter their physical bodies.

practiced in Pagan cultures by ordinary individuals on

its

preponderance of

if

they

Such individuals have

among

was not only

Perhaps the best known example of

the Rites of Dionysius, in

which men dressed

the Pagans of ancient Greece.

commemorating

the victory of Sparta

An

women
common

as

Other similar practices were
annual festival

in Sparta

over Minyae was observed

by a procession of cross-dressed men who marched from Sparta

12

to
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Androgyne, the belief that the original state of
humanity and of the deities was undifferentiated, thereby
coastituting an implicit recognition of male and female attributes
in all persons, as well as in the Gods and Goddesses themselves.
the Divine

feast of

Samos, men dressed

in

long white robes wore their
hair in the style of

women
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and

wore women’s jewelry. A
festival commemorating the
victory of Argos over Sparta
in the fifth century b.c.e. was
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Shiva
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part of a
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attendant change of sex
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de Guerre: Pride and
Privacy (continued from page 10):
such,

feel for

I

for a

fortunes.

in

order

It is still

to protect

eye” by disguising them as

girls.

At

is

my

means of reversing the course of the illness. Also among the
Javanese, when men pray for a goal with a particular urgency,
they cross-dress in the belief that their deities will thereby grant
their wishes

The

more

and

shape-shifting in Pagan mythology and practice throughout the

world and throughout recorded history

is

related to the concept of

affect

I

know

to write using

politics as a

my

hostile breaches thereof.

seem

to

be the three

our relationship. As for

w hole

-

is

to unleash the

my

trans/mul ti -gendered

both

13

-

power

my

signifying

a specialized subset of

my

secrecy, contesting only egregious and
In this

modes

way,

I

(omnes gallae

when considered

will fail to

fit

into

what

of revelation currently available:

is

a

it

may

all

the

more accurately

my

life

and

my

sense of

my

woman

in ires

as having a

balance of openness and privacy
such,

pen name

while detachedly accepting the

woodworking, being out as a transsexual
Especially

means of

is

inevitable erosion of

quickly.

universality and frequency of sex -changing as a

something most appropriately

transsexual feminist writing

young boys

regarded as a

woman.
way

this time, the best

transsexual feminism

a

In Java, dressing

is

power of being out, 1 really think the most power comes from
openness - or semi-openness -- that conveys the complex,
bittersweet mix of emotions that are likely inevitable in a

life, art

evil

it

knowledge (or lack of same) would

Similarly,

day

that

the

that

a sick child in the clothes of the opposite sex

myself

shared with those closest to me, depending on how' that

feminist transsexual

likewise bring about a corresponding change of luck.

Winston, 1964.)
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dimension of time,

much more
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fluid thing; as
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MYTH OF

THE

her son rather than her father, thus her

Equinox, one of the more obscure
This myth originated

in Phrygia, a

Gods.

province of ancient Anatolia,

is

modem day

rebirth, such as

in

is

upon the

likely that the

v

title

former version

months

Tam muz in Babylonia and Assyria, and
in Rome, common to the Vernal Equinox

Egypt, Ishtar and

later,

does manage

Kybele gives

drop

to

birth

known as Acdestis, his name being derived from
Mount Agdus, from w hich Kybele emerged, and indicative of his

also

among
names was

feroc ty

mad and

the

foot

of Mt. Dindymus

sexes.” (Timotheus

quoted by Amobius
of Sicca; The

in

translated by

of her worship has

Paulist
Press,
1949). He is utterly
unconcerned with
anyone or anything

in

North Africa, Spain,

France,

Germany, Bulgaria
and the Middle

other than himself

East.

As the worship of
Kybele spread throughout the ancient world, she also came to be

and believes that he
is

being in

associated with various other Goddesses, such as Aphrodite, Rhea,

Demeter, Bellona, Astarte,

Ma

a mother goddess of fertility

goddess of the

George

McCracken;

E.

Portugal,

Case

Against the Pagans,

Phrygia, but evidence

been discovered

furious and

stimulated by both

Her
sanctuary was

ancient world.

at the

of

1

disposition, a lust

worshiped

Pessinus,

and

uncontrollable

of the Gods,

of

be of “insuperable

strength

Mother

town

his

Agdistis was said
to

the

an

as

ego of

mother.

Mother of Anatolia,

throughout

Phrygians

alter

Kubileya, the Great

in

achieve

as Agdistis, also

the

earliest

fails to

semen upon her. Ten
to an androgynous child known
his

known as Cybele,
Mater
Cybebe,
Mater
Magna,

other

makes advances

being regarded by

Kybele,

the Great

the

patriarchal re-

But Zeus, upon seeing her sleeping

myths.

and

a

is

ery crest of the rock, lusts for her and

his desire, but

Mother of

as

toward her, w hich she persistently refuses. Zeus

likewise found in the legends of Isis and Osiris

Venus and Adonis

seems

It

interpretation of the later.

Turkey, and spread throughout Europe, the
Middle East and Northern Africa. The legend of Kybele and Attis
is but one of numerous variations on the theme of death and

w hich

ATTIS

thrown onto the Earth, empty of mortals, by Deucalion and
Pyrrha. From these stones Kybele is formed and given divine
breath by Zeus. However, in some versions of the myth, Zeus is

numerous myths associated with the Vernal
is that ol Kybele and Attis.

the

AND

KYBELE

by Davina Anne Gabriel
Among
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forests,

protectress of towns

and Artemis. She was honored as

who gave

birth to all of nature, as a

as the

cities.

In

works of

heavens and the

most powerful

the

regards the Earth

itself,

He

with contempt.

stars,

so inclined for no reason other than his

After the matter of
insolence

depicted as holding a tympanon (a tambourine) as she inspired
avail.

singing and dancing; wearing a towered mural crow n (representing
the

drawn by two lions, emphasizing her role as Lady of
the Beasts. Attis was a handsome shepherd boy, who was loved
above all others by Kybele because of his most handsome
features, and who was universally honored as a god of vegetation.
According to legend, Kybele is said to have emerged from the
rock of Mount Agdus in Phrygia, the stones of which were

is

how

to

debated repeatedly

subjugate

Liber (or Dionysius

god of wine, takes

in

in

his ferocity

the council of the

some

is

known

to

quench

his

and his

Gods

to

no

later versions of the myth),

the initiative to ameliorate the situation.

Liber pours a most potent wine into a spring from

chariot being

is

own amusement.

art she is typically

her role as protector of towns and cities); and usually riding in a

as well

violently

plunders and lavs waste to everything about him, w henever he

mountains and wild beasts, as well as a

and

He even

of creation.

all

massive

thirst.

Upon

w hich

Agdistis

returning from one

of his destructive rampages, Agdistis drinks deeply from the
spring and falls into a very deep sleep.

Liber,

woven of

When

14

who
hair

is

lurking behind a nearby tree, casts a noose

around Agdistis’ genitals and

the effect of the wine w ears off, Agdistis

lies

it

to a tree.

awakens suddenly
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and jumps up violently

to discover himself caught in the noose.

In the process of trying to free himself, Agdistis, underestimating

own

his

strength, accidentally emasculates himself with his

hands, releasing a great flow of blood, which

is

which bears both pomegranates and apples, or
the myth, an almond tree.

in

some

under a pine

tree

versions of

and emasculates himself with the

tree

causing

But from his blood spring up violets, which entwine the

tree,

Kybele then bears away the pine tree
and takes it to her cave, where she mourns over it. Agdistis
requests of Zeus that Attis be brought back to life, but Zeus
into

which

his spirit enters.

refuses to comply.

Nana, daughter of either the king or the river

flute,

himself to bleed to death.

own

immediately

absorbed by the Earth, and from which suddenly springs a

When

Spring 1994

‘

Attis’ s

However, Zeus does grant

body not decay,

that his hair

the concession that

should ever grow, and that

beauty, so

the very smallest of his fingers should continue to live and react

some of it and places it in her bosom, which causes her to
become pregnant. Her father, believing her to have been raped,
imprisons her in her room in an attempt to kill her by starvation.

by continued motion. Satisfied with these concessions, Agdistis

Sangarius, sees this

fruit,

she

is

astonished by

its

picks

But she

is

kept alive by Kybele,

Upon

with apples.

who

consecrates Attis’

s

body and buries

honored annually with sacred

clandestinely provides her

In other,

extracts

that he

from him a vow

Kybele

that if he ever takes to

himself another lover than

Kybele

that

shall be his last.

it

But he soon meets a wood

attagi.

nymph named

grows up to become a
remarkably handsome lad and a

seduces him.

Attis

is

loved above

extracts vengeance

all

most beautiful features.
However, Agdistis also falls in
love with Attis, and takes him
as a companion during his

him many

top

There,

procure sexual

delirious

with

gifts

of wild beasts

himself beset by the Furies, he

Attis initially

emasculates himself with a

own

sharp stone

under the influence of wine, admits

that they

were given

to

Thereupon, Kybele turns him into a pine
of the ending of the myth, Attis

Agdistis.

away from his scandalous association
with Agdistis, and wanting him to marry his own daughter,
Midas, the king of Pessinus, decides

on

continued

to give him his daughter in
So that no one may break in upon them while they are
consummating their marriage, Midas decrees that the city be
closed. However, Kybele, knowing that Attis could only be safe
among humans as long as he was free of matrimonial alliance,
enters the closed city by lifting its walls upon her head. Thus

Kybele w as depicted as wearing a crow n of towers.
Angered at having Attis taken away from him, Agdistis
inspires madness and fury among the wedding guests by playing
upon his flute. Thereupon, Attis, who had also been seized with
fury and madness, snatches the flute
state, Attis flings

repentance for

is

tree.

In other variations

actually physically resurrected

as a result of the intercession of Kybele’ s prayers and mourning.
But in all of the versions of the myth, Attis continues to live

marriage.

deranged

in

breaking his vows to Kybele.

labor, but

Desiring to take Attis

this

Mount Dindymus.

hallucinations, and imagining

brags that he procured these

him by

of

forest.

beasts by his
later

upon both of

loses his sanity, and flees to the

favors from him, Agdistis gives

from the

this,

them by destroying the tree
which Sagaritis is the spirit of.
Attis, overcome with grief,

his

To

who

Sagaritis,

Learning of

Kybele becomes furious and

others by Kybele, because of

adolescence.

to

makes a covenant with

Attis

him home and
nourishes him on goat’s milk.
Thus he is named Attis, from
the Phrygian word for goat,

He

become a
She

remain chaste and a boy forever.

found by a stranger

takes

shepherd.

Kybele

guardian of her temple.

as to die of exposure. However,

who

and

herself

abandoned among the

is

the myth,

wishes to have Attis entirely for

reeds by the side of a river, so

the child

in Pessinus, thereafter to be

more widely known versions of

her giving

birth, her father orders that the

child be

it

and a sacred ministry.

rites

after his death,
life

even

if

only in the form of flowers.

following death

is

spnng following a period of death
being a symbol of eternal life, and
in

recurring temporal

Attis’s

symbolic of the rebirth of nature
in the winter, the pine tree

violets being symbolic of

life.

Kybele was honored with a two week celebration around
Vernal Equinox by her priestesses, the Gallae,
biological males

whose lmtiatton included self-emasculation, and

thereafter living as

symbolic of their

away from him and flees. In
down upon the ground

himself

15

the

who were

own

women;
deaths as

their self-emasculation being

men and

their rebirths as

women.
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have
been man,— youth and boy.”
I

Catallus (84 -54 b.ce.)

of Catal Huyuk, (now in modern-day Turkey).

by Margaret Deirdre
Editor’s note:

An abridged

O 'Hartigan

version of this article has previously

Reprinted with

Quarterly.

Chrysalis

been published in

The Hittites knew
Kubaba, but to the Romans She was Mater Deum Magna
Ideae - the Great Mother of Mount Ida.
The Magna Mater left the city of Pessinus for Rome at the
her as

invitation of an Eternal City

permission of the author.

Imagine

if

that the city’s survival hinged upon Her arrival. Under
Her protection Rome flourished: the harvest that First year of Her
presence was phenomenal and Hannibal was decisively defeated,
ending the Second Punic War. Over the centuries Her standing

prophecy

you can what

might be

it

like to live in

a culture

worships the Eternal Feminine. Imagine an entire religion
based upon that worship. Imagine that the highest honor is to
serve the Goddess as Her priestess and that those who do so are
held in awe and respect because they who once were men have
that

changed

their sex

as

live

women

operation.

What you’ve just imagined

—

no fantasy, but history

all

of

is

You

“

one thing that having been both
male and female has taught me is that no
one who has not gone through a similar
transformation can be trusted to explain
or to speak for us.”
.

and of our

knowledge of
is

the

is

most surprising

Magna Mater and

the result of neither recent

part of

Western

was

is

one of the most completely known
we have the priestesses of the

the mystery religions and

Mother themselves to thank for

this -- their rite of self-castration

and subsequent change of sex was so fascinating to the Roman
mind that some of the most famous of the Classical writers saw
to write accounts,

among them Livy

in his

History of

Lucretius, Aesculpius, and one of the most famous of
poets, Catallus.

Even

lest

the city to beg,

Rome

forbade

its

Romans,

too, offer themselves in sacrifice to Her.

Romans did become Gallae; Genucius, in 101
b.c.e., is the first whose name has come down to us. And under
the Emperor Claudius all restrictions on participation by Romans

the early

Church

was

Rome,

Roman

fathers could not refrain

and the Vernal equinox Rites of Attis, celebrating the
and death of the Mother’s consort, became an officially

lifted,

castration

recognized public

festival.

So why haven’t you heard of

culture since before the

Rome. All of this has been known for centuries - that it is not
common knowledge stems from a case of mistaken identity.
The worship of the Great Mother and the role of Her

fit

days on which they could roam
citizens contact with the Gallae

-

Renaissance, a legacy bequeathed to us from the glory that

all

restricted
to
Her temple
compound and except for certain

an

archaeological discoveries nor the application of space-age
technology to the shattered remnants of ancient civilizations.

priestesses in that worship

was

the annual

Megalensia, Her priestesses were

.

.

should be. Perhaps what

this is that the

This knowledge has been

Rome

in

Nevertheless,

Her transsexual priestesses

of

growing popularity of the Mother, whose

arrival

of the history of Western civilization

Surprised?

Republic and subsequently the Empire grew

first the

commemorated by

inheritance as transsexuals.

about

within

greater; yet despite the

and forever after
to serve the

Mother of the Gods. Imagine, if
you can, that the greatest act of
devotion is a sex-change

integral part

convinced by the Sibylline Books’

thing, although priestesses of the

streets

of ancient

cities

as

this

before?

Magna Mater

late

Well, for one
still

walked the

as Augustine’s time, the

increasingly powerful Christian church did not appreciate any

Worship of

competition.

the

Mother was under constant

by the church. After enjoying one
the

Emperor

final period

Julian’s attempt to resuscitate

worship of the Mother was suppressed
Basilica of Saint Peter pressing

Her main sanctuary

in

its

—

of respect during

Pagan

as

it is

weight even

attack

religion, public

today, with the

now on

the site of

Rome.

The suppression of one religion by another is not the main
reason why, with all that’s known of the Gallae, they have
remained invisible

to us for so long,

and

at the root of their

from commenting on the Gallae, as the priestesses were called.
From such a variety of sources even the liturgy has come down to
us: “I have eaten from the drum, I have drunk from the cymbal, I

no problem with the concept of
a change of sex and made a point of refemng to the Mother’s

chamber.”

pnestesses in the feminine form “gal la” rather than the masculine

have carried the sacred dish,

The Goddess of

I

have stolen

the Gallae

into the inner

was and

is

Cybele; in Greek,

invisibility lies a case of

Waters such

“gallus.”
in

w here She first appeared, accompanied by Her companion
lionesses. The earliest representation of Her comes from the ruins

man

16

.

as Catallus had

cut off his testicles with a sharp flint,” goes a line

one of his poems. “She, then, aware of her limbs without the
.” Waters critical of the Gallae, however, from Church

Kybeleia or Kybele. Her worship extends back into the Neolithic
era,

“He

mistaken identity

.

.
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fathers to

modern-day

historians,

make a

Mother’s priestesses “eunuchs” and

point of labelling the

persist in the use

of the

Spring 1394

Individuals within the crowd of onlookers during the Rites of

were so moved

Attis

that

“many

a one did that which he

little

masculine “galli.”

thought to do when he came as a holiday spectator,” relates Sir

who and what the Mother’s
were should come as no surprise. Like the
many-breasted Diana at Ephesus or Astarte of Hierapolis, many
near- Eastern and Mediterranean fertility goddesses were served by
persons for whom one criteria of holding office was that they

James Frazer in The Golden Bough or as Lucian says, “men who
have come simply to watch subsequently perform this act” As

undergo a change of

passionate sorrow and lifelong regret”

This tendency to denigrate

priestesses really

sex.

It is

for this reason that those religions

,

Frazer attempts to

come

to terms with this act

tumult of emotion had subsided and the

he says,

man had come

“When

the

to himself

again, the irrevocable sacrifice must often have been followed by

implacably opposed to the existence of a goddess, Judaism and

Frazer has no grounds for such supposition, for there exist no

Christianity, prohibited

records of what the Gallae themselves thought of their

priestesses.

any acts related to the creation of these
Deuteronomy’s vehement proscription, “A woman

transformation, nor does his conclusion explain

why

a

man

filled

shall not wear that which pertaineth unto a man, neither shall a

with regret would nonetheless continue the transformation by

man

taking up

woman’s garment;
is
an abomination
unto the Lord thy
God” was a direct
result
of
such
put on a

religious

for

whosever doeth these things

women’s

historians are resistant

who,

mourning
would welcome it and
ensuing
the
feminization.
suspect regret was no
more to be found

There are people
even today, rude
people to be sure,

1

am

among

nothing more than a

eunuch, and

people
the

me

like

So

it

Gallae

of

Magna Mater.

Gallae

amongst

ourselves, and that
there

was every

much

as

and

with

is

the

than

make a

point of referring to

“he.”

from

far

castration,

Jews.

I

that

there could be people

practices

insist that

notion

the

to

going on around the

who

Mainstream

clothing and adornment.

the

bit as

self-selection

retrospection

before the act as

case

Yet

with

is

the

both

many

modern-d ay

examples of eunuchs

transsexuals and the

there are too

on

the

pages

of

women, taking on women’s
adornment.
Above all, eunuchs
as

hair styles, clothing

That

is

and

are victims, for they are

invariably altered against their will for the purposes of
else.

a far cry from the likes of the Gallae,

someone

who chose

to

change sex to honor and serve the Great Mother.

Mainstream historians are dedicated to the status quo from
which they derive prestige and authority and one method of
supporting that status quo is to perpetuate the myth that those of
us the state disapproves of have no history or traditions of our
own. Especially is it to be kept from common knowledge that
what today’s society disapproves of could ever have been looked
upon with approval and appreciation. The usual rationale given
by

modem

There

hijra in India.

them when we see them, from the
court of the Chinese emperors to the Seraglio of the Ottoman
Empire to the castrati of Italian opera and Catholic Church choirs.
Eunuchs are men who have been castrated Nonetheless, they
remain men. They do not go on to change their gender by living
history for us not to recognize

historians for the self-castration of the Gallae

is

that

they were impersonating Attis’ self-castration under a pine tree.

would

still

be every reason for working oneself into a fever pitch

of excitement

in

order to go through with a self-castration already

decided upon. Speaking from

looked forward to castration

it

my own experience, as much as
took me months to psyche myself

I

up to the point of actually taking a razor Made to myself,
knowing might bleed to death. How much easier to have had
I

the benefit of a supportive environment complete with music,

chanting and the presence of others
ordeal.

What

who had

already survived the

uninitiated observers of the incipient Gallae took for

sudden impulse could very well reflect the observers’ lack of
knowledge of both the procedure and the participants’ prior intent
while

still

accurately describing the necessity for quick action.

Another aspect of the mistaken identity of

modern tendencies

to incorrectly ascribe

the Gallae

the sex-changing

requirement of the Mother’s priestesses to an imitation of

This ignores the fact

that Attis,

who

is

was, after

all,

Attis.

merely

human, did not survive his own castration, let alone go on to
become a woman. The model for the Gallae was the Great
Mother Herself, who changed sex to become Agdistis,

17
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often only too happy to gloss over the crucial role of the
Gallae in historical Paganism. Lawrence Durdm- Robertson's The

impregnating Attis’ mother and so “fathering” Attis, as
demonstrated by the fact that the Phrygians regarded Agdistis as
not merely the son of the Oreat Mother, but as Her alter-ego.

too, is

Year of the Goddess is careful to make no mention of those
aspects of the Rites of Attis during the Vernal Equinox which

Changing sex for the Gallae was a commemoration,
but of Cybele and it was this ability of the Gallae to emulate the
Great Mother which bestowed upon them the touch of the

concern the Gallae, and The Pagan Book of Days makes no
mention at all of the Rites, preferring instead to include only the

supernatural and so rendered them

Megalensia, the

not of Attis,

fit

intermediaries.

their

in

innovation aimed at replacing, within a heterosexual context, the
power and the majesty inherent in the Gallae which are otherwise
unavailable to most people. Those of us who have changed sex
and follow what is often referred to as the Old Religion should

own

consider the fact that

from one shape to another.
is the place where worlds meet

volition
It

new' year, the intersexed

And

the divine.

so

it

-

lives access to

twilight, the strand, the

--

which are places of

is

with the Gallae, the priestesses of

celebration of the Mother’s arrival in

Rome which began in 204 b.c.e. The Great Rite which is found
many branches of neo- paganism strikes me as but a modern

Changing sex is the prerogative of the supernatural; any
number of gods and goddesses from all times and places have
changed sex when it suited their purposes, as did Loki in Norse
myth and Vishnu in Hindu mythology. The Gallae became, in a
sense, supernatural themselves, having accomplished that which
most mortals cannot do: transform themselves of

Roman

holiness, sites of

we have

what others can experience

moment

of our

for but the briefest

instant.

* * *

Cybele.
Sadly, the concept of the Gallae

one aspect of ancient

is

Changing sex

religion against which prejudice and misinformation have run

rampant and often
to

available at every

is

even encouraged

in the

be anti-Gallae and anti-sex change

Merlin Stone writes

in

commonly

believed to have begun in this

mistaken belief that

century, in part because the Classical education that was the

be pro-feminist.

hallmark of education since the Renaissance fell into disfavor
almost concurrently with the “discovery” of transsexualism as a

is to

When God Was a Woman:

men began

is

“It

seems quite

As

hope to have shown here, however briefly,
“transsexuals” were once honored within Western tradition. One
reason the Native American concept of the “berdache” has found

even within the
religion of the Goddess, they replaced priestesses. They may have
initially gained this right by identifying with and imitating the

“disorder.”

castrated state of the son/lover; or in an attempt to imitate the

such favor with transsexual, transgender and transvestic people of

female clergy, which originally held the power, they may have
tried to rid themselves of their maleness by adopting the ritual of

European descent is that they imagine themselves bereft of their
history. This is not to say such people should no longer
identify with similar people from other cultures but they need to
do so aware of their own birthright; as equals, not as beggars.
The same forces within Church, mainstream and feminist
academia that have denied the historical evidence have also worked
to destroy the indigenous people in other lands. It should be
possible to let Native people know who we are and stand in
solidarity with their own struggle without feeling the need to

possible that as

to gain power,

and the wearing of women’s clothes.” In her eagerness
to create an alternative to mainstream history. Stone makes
castration

assumptions for which she has absolutely no grounds: The
Gallae were imitating Cybele, not Attis, and further, far pre-date
women priestesses in the worship of the Great Mother. In fact,
quite the opposite of her supposition occurred.

Patriarchal

and similarly sexpriestesses
were
aghast
changed
uniformly
at the practice of
changing sex. The patriarchal Greeks outlawed the Gallae in the
areas under their control and replaced them with women
cultures

coming

into contact with the Gallae

Romans were horrified and restricted the Gallae to
the Mother’s temple compound until the time of Claudius. In
102 b.c.e. a slave in Rome was banished for emasculating himself
in the Goddess’s service. The many feminist accounts of goddess
worship which increasingly find their way into print have the
priestesses; the

facts backwards,

role of born

involved in the worship of Cybele to a false

position of pre-eminence for
historical evidence.

as priestesses of

is

no archaeological or

instances of

w omen-bom- women

which there

The many

goddesses makes

it

unnecessary for writers such

as Stone to begrudge transsexuals those

priestesses

examples of sex-changed

which extend into the dawm of time; such niggardly
is unworthy of both scholrship and feminism.
feminism the only movement to denigrate the role of

treatment of us

Nor

is

own

appropriate their past or to speak for them. The past
appropriate

the sex-changed priestesses of the Great Mother.

Neo-paganism,

is

our own and the people we need

to

we need

to

speak for are our

own, for if there is one thing that having been both male and then
female has taught me it is that no one who has not gone through
a similar transformation can be trusted to explain or to speak for
us. The experiences of the Gallae encompass and extend so far

beyond most people’s

lives that surely the ancients

were correct

in

ascribing to us the highest honor of serving the Great Mother.
too, who have re-examined and
Western culture’s anti-woman and anti-

Neo- pagans and Wiccans,

and all-too-often choose to elevate the secondary

women

I

rejected

much

of

modem

goddess sentiments need to reconsider the cultural prejudices they
still retain towards us.

When I look upon the image of a Gal la carved in stone for
Appian Way, 1 have no doubt that gaze upon the image of a
woman in whose features I recognize my own and whose life
more closely resembles mine than do either of ours to the
the

I

majority of our respective contemporaries. In that instant
that,

18

although 1900 years

I

may (continued on page 31)

sense
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MAGNA MATER AND HER GALLAE IN ROME

THE
204

The Great Mother

b.c.e.:

She

in Phrygia.

is

arrives in

Rome

from Pessinus

received by P. Scipio Nasica and established

The annual

within the city boundaries in the temple of Victory.

games known as
191

cm

Spring 1994

*

independent temple to the Mother

is

from one day

The people of Rome

are once again

lions.

established

and

the Palatine Hill (future site of the Basilica of St. Peter)

the Megalensia are extended

Megalensia are revived.

the taurobolium

Procession of the pine tree and the

presented with the image of the Mother with her

the Megalensia are inaugurated (4 April).

An

b.c.e.:

Consul Virius Nicomachus Flavinus performs
(bull sacrifice) in person.

to seven (4- 10 April).

Suggested Readings
102

A

b.c.e.:

slave

is

banished from

Rome

for emasculating

himself in the Goddess’s service.

Armstrong, A.H., ed.

New York:
101

Genucius, the

b.c.e.:

first

Roman

Galla,

Classical Mediterranean Spirituality.

Crossroad, 1986.

consecrated as

is

a priestess.

Burkert, Walter.

Cambridge, Ma.:

Ancient Mystery Cults.

Harvard University Press, 1987.

101

respected guest of the

Roman

people,

Cumont, Franz. Oriental Religions in Roman Paganism. New
York: Dover, 1956. (originally published in 1911 by

chased from die rostra by

is

A. Pompeius while addressing them. Pompeius died from a fever
several days later.

77

Routledge

Hereditary rights of Genucius supported by Praetor

b.c.e.:

Cn. Auficius Orestes,
“neither a

man

nor

who

Perpetual

woman.”

Ferguson, John.
N.Y.:

Roman

participation as priestesses

Roman

Committee
within

ctf

Rome,

Fifteen)

first

2nd. century

on

restrictions

Calends.

The Quindecimviri

which oversees worship of

c.e.:

the

(the

Mother

Religion of Cybele and Attis spreads
it is

is

Godwin, Joscelyn. Mystery Religions
San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1981.

c.e.:

New

York: Collier

in the

Ancient World,

MacMullen, Ramsay. Paganism in the Roman Empire.
Haven, CL: Yale University Press, 1981.

jj

Procession in honor of Cybele

c.e.:

He

is

killed

by

the

Sisson, C.H.

The Poetry of Catallus. Grafton Books, 1966.

outraged by the sacrilege.

The Emperor

Julian gives an allegorical explanation

When God Was a Woman. San

Diego,

New

York, London: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1976.

of the March festivals in his oration on the Mother of the Gods.

*Vermaseren, Maarten

363

c.e.: Julian himself

390-392

c.e.:

performs the

Valentinian

II

c.e.:

Upon

ritual

Attis, the

II,

the

cleansing of the city

Myth and

the

Ltd., 1977. (translated

at

*far and

Eugenius oversees the

Cybele and

Cult.

bans sacrifice and attendance

the death of Valentinian

J.

London: Thames and Hudson,
from the Dutch by A.M.H. Lemmers)

lavatio.

Pagan temples.

392

ijj

New

adopted by various

Stone, Merlin.

362

The Golden Bough.

The Ancient Mysteries: a Sourcebook.
San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1987.

by Symphorianus, a Christian.

crowd which

James G.

Books, 1922.

Meyer, Marvin W., ed.

century

2nd.

Ithaca,

takes part in the annual procession.

throughout Africa and Gaul, where

Mid

The Religions of the Roman Empire.

and introduces the Rites of

municipalities.

interrupted

Wellingborough,

Cornell University Press, 1970.

Frazer, Sir

The Emperor Claudius removes

Attis into the

The Year of the Goddess: a

Calendar of Festivals.

Northamptonshire, England: Aquarian Press, 1990.

b.c.e.: Ca tall us visits Asia Minor, later writing
Poem 63, an account of the transformation of a man into a
woman and priestess of Cybele.

c.e.:

& Sons, Ltd.)

Durdin-Robertson, Lawrence.

was

rejected arguments that Genucius

Circa 57

41-54

I

Archigalla Battakes, visiting from Pessinus as a

b.c.e.:

away

the best

work on Cybele and Her Gallae and

must read for anyone interested
Western civilization.

Emperor
of Rome.

in
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Recreating the Rites
of Cybele and Attis
The Vernal Equinox celebration of the Rites of Attis began
March (the 15th.) with the “Entry of the Reed,” a
ceremonial procession in which the college of reedbearers, the

by Margaret Deirdre O'Hartigan

on

Prayers and invocations not heard for more than a millennia

and a half

filled the

evening

of 3 April 1993

air

when

cannophori carried Cybele through the streets of the city and back
,

the
to

Olympia, Washington chapter of the Covenant of Unitarian
Universalist Pagans (CUUPS) met for their monthly ritual night
For the

first

Her

Attis

on

the

This Canna inirat commemorated the discovery of

banks of the river Sangarius

The week-long
district sacred to the

who

Rome on

the Ides of

whose

to fighting fires

March

The borne

month and

a meeting once per

month

as well and the need to condense a

nearly two-week long festival was

apparent

Attis’

of Cybele and

Attis,

the

common

era,

from
it

is

for a presentation

on

the

myth and

ago as the

Rome

first

millennia before

of the Republic and Empire

most complete records remain and so it was from Rome
were sought.
By the time of Rome, Cybele had acquired Her traditional

that the

that the sources for the reconstruction

Her crown made of a city’s
turreted walls. Her cymbal and drum. It was in Her guise familiar
to the Romans that She was portrayed in the reconstructed ritual.
Her

lions:

As a simple shepherd chosen by the Mother
Attis made the fatal mistake of dallying with

Her lover,
a mere nymph.
Stricken with remorse at his betrayal of Her, he was driven to
castrate himself beneath a pine tree, where he died. Although
to be

just as often portrayed in ancient art

as mutilated and in the process of dying, or even transfigured,

brought back from the dead
Regardless of his

state, his

to join the

Mother

in

symbols are the pine

(which sprang from the drops of
a Phrygian hat

An

effigy of Attis

tree trunk,

and

this

“Entry of the

the discovery of the dead Attis, lying
tree

where he

March 23 was typically a day of abstinence and sadness
similar to the more recent Christian “Good Friday.” Trumpets
were blown and there was fasting and general mourning.
March 24 was the Dies sanguinis, the “Day of Blood,” and in
addition to fasting and mourning there were other, more extreme
mortifications of the flesh. The Ardugalla, the high priestesses,
drew blood from her arms to present as an offering to Cybele.
Worshippers flagellated themselves with whips lined with sheep

knucklebones, some until
pries less hood, caught

his blood),

Her realm.
tree, violets

shepherd’s crook and

up

bloody, while initiates to the

in the rapture of throbbing

music and

dervish-like dancing, castrated themselves as the final and
irrevocable step in dedicating themselves to the Mother’s service.

Th?

pine tree, which had represented Attis during the procession

into the Mother’s shrine,

The HUaria,

the

was

buried.

day of rejoicing, was the Roman celebration

of the actual Vernal Equinox, and was marked with camival-like
festivities.

is

blood.

beneath the pine

while April 3 saw the actual Rites.

from

often portrayed intact, he

was swathed with

castrated himself.

as long

attributes in addition to

tree

Tree,” Arbor inirat commemorated

caaaaa^acgBaeaasaaasaa

The worship of the Great Mother in Her familiar form seated
between two lions has been traced through the archaeological
record as far back as Catal Huyuk, circa 6000 b.c.e. While some
traces of ritual are

wood extended

himself was tied to the middle of the

Accordingly, the March 23

meeting was the occasion
ritual

fe

Those

adorned with the violets symbolic of

the currently low esteem in
which we are aU too often held is a
\temporary aberration of our time.”
Beaaa

shrine.

colored bands of woolen cloth and

,

once per

Her

woods of a

within the city by demolishing burning

I

ritual but

into

in the

specialization in cutting

the Vernal Equinox

holds

when he was

buildings.

Julian calendar.

OlyCUUPS

was cut down

Mother and brought

on the 25th., this was under the
Under the Gregorian
calendar, the Vernal Equinox lands
people who change sex once
anywhere from the 19th. to the 22nd.
held positions of considerable
of March. Add to that the fact that
\honor within Western civilization
to

Phrygia

bore the tree to the temple, the dendroption, constituted a

social organization

needed to be made, of course. While the

great festival of the Mother began in

in

of the Rites proper began on March

festival

22, on which date a pine tree

Rome.

Some compromises

shrine.

an infant

time in 1600 years the Rites of Cybele and Attis

were performed and for the first time in as many years initiates
were made in the Mysteries. Like Attis himself, ancient worship
was brought back to life in a form not seen since before the fall of

mark

the Ides of

At dawn, those worshippers keeping

vigil

received a

blessing upon their throats, at which time they were also

making mourning.
was broken, and the day spent in making merry as the
celebrants marked Attis’resurrection by the hand of the Mother.
March 26 was used to recover from the ordeals of the
anointed, having been so recently raised in

The

25

fast
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Rome was

preceding week, and to provide time for the recent inductees into
its

the priestesshood to recuperate.

March 27 saw

the

end of the

festival.

On

the day of the

following year, when the

ritual

March

this exotic eastern religion in

were sequestered within Her shrine on

Palatine Hill.

On

such holidays, however, they were permitted to pass through
the city and from door to door to raise funds for the shrine.

was drawn in a wagon by oxen from
Her shrine down to the river Almo, where the Archtgalla washed
Her and other sacred objects. For the return trip, the oxen and
wagon were covered with flowers, along with the Mother, and
once again the sound of tambourines and pipes and horns
accompanied Her to Her shrine and a festive mood once again
prevailed. The festival was over once the Mother was returned to
shrine, until the Ides of

uncomfortable with

midst and, except for an occasional holiday, the Mother’s

priestesses

Lavatio, the Great Mother

Her

Spring 1994

The Emperor Claudius’ introduced

the Rites of Attis into the
Calends
and
promoted
the worship of the Great Mother in
Roman
an attempt to counteract the growing popularity of the cult of Isis

and Osiris, in the process ending all
priestesses and Roman participation in the

upon the
However, the

restrictions
religion.

Megalensia continued as before, so that
there were actually two major celebrations

the

would begin

of the Mother during the

anew.

Roman

year.

Aspects of the Rites, which predated
* * *

Christianity by centuries, were lifted by

Christianity for

The physical representation of

the

Attis

Great Mother by which one can always be
sure that it is She whom one is looking

was dead

its

Easter celebrations.

for three days prior to his

resurrection through the intercession of the

Great Mother, and was considered a symbol

upon consists of the tympanum
(drum/tambourine), cymbals. Her two

of transcendent freedom and conquest over
death. Easter itself was placed in the
claendar by the Christians so as to be in

which usually are pulling Her in Her
chariot, and Her crown made up of a city’s

direct competition with the Vernal

walls.

mysteries.

lions,

On

Equinox

Rome in 204
Her worship was
where Her history and

cannophori , the Reed Bearers, paved the way

presence extends into the mists of time,

Palm Sunday was derived from Her

making Her the primal
archetype of a Mother Goddess, being the
oldest that is known of at this time.
Her lover Attis was born in the
according to the
following manner:
Phrygians, the Mother transformed Herself
into Agdistis and impregnated Nana by
becoming a pomegranate seed, which

subsequent procession through the city to

Prior to Her arrival in
b.c.e., the capital of

Pessinus in Phrygia,

the

Ides

of

March

the

into the city for the Mother, the Christian

into prehistory,

Her

shrine.

Early Christian writers such as
Origen and Augustine remarked unfavorably
on both the Mother and her priestesses, but
also acknowledged the similarities between
Attis’

worship and

that of Christianity.

Interestingly,

Nana Nana gave
who was then cast adrift
amongst the reeds, much as was Moses.
Cybele had resumed Her own form once

Attis

remained a

symbol of freedom for mi Hem a more: the
Phrygian hat by which he is known was a
symbol of freed Greek and Roman slaves,
who wore it as a sign of their freedom from
bondage. Even in the modem era the

penetrated the chest of

birth to Attis,

more, and took the adult Attis as her lover.
Caught by the Mother in a dalliance with a
nymph, Attis fled, pausing long enough
beneath a pine tree to castrate himself and

Revolution of France as Marianne, wearing

die.

a Phrygian cap.

Phrygian hat

still

symbolizes freedom, as in

the multiple portrayals since the French

All these events took place prior to the
arrival

of the Mother

in

Rome. As a

* * *

result

of Hannibal threatening the Eternal City
with conquest, the Sibylline Books were consulted, which

proclaimed the city’s salvation

if

the Phrygian Mother took up

Ambassadors were sent by Rome to
Pessinus to secure Her return. From that time forth the ludi
Megalensia, consisting of athletic games and plays, were held
residence in the

city.

annually on the 4th. of April to celebrate Her coming.

For perhaps the first time in 1600 years, the Rites of Attis
were performed in the spring of 1993, at the full moon ritual of
the Olympia, Washington chapter of the Covenant of Unitarian
Universalist Pagans.

As

was represented by a pine tree,
cut and brought indoors. Ten feet long, the tree was bound with

26

in the ancient rites, Attis
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dramming

with violets, then laden with an image of

circle

Mother was paraded about for

photocopy

Attis consisting of a laminated

cymbals and horns, where a
spontaneously formed and the

the sound of drums,

of colored wool cloth and decorated

strips

Spring 1994

all to see.

of a sculpture of him.

The

procession began with the

ritual

< t t

procession of the reed-bearers, leading the

way

Mother’s shrine, followed by

to the

the

upcoming

instructed in the

to act as

woman

the

melissa,

assistant

ritual

to the

The reader may have been struck by
similarities between the relationship of

previously

who was

the

Cybele and Attis and that of a specific Nazarene

Galla, and

accompanied by the clash of finger cymbals

and

and the beating of drums.

of

Winnowing through

whip and a

pair of unlit candles.
tall

floor stand

A

burning

was burning

Rites took

on aspects of a murder mystery; one

with one source than
at the shrine,

a multitude of materials

clue led to another, and

off

the side.

Once

similarities

to assemble a coherent reconstruction of the

tendrils with berries, a

candle in a

on the

church was deliberately copying them.

water and pine cones, an aspergillum

made of bound ivy

ironically

between the religions, and Pagans claimed the

decorated with ivy tendrils, (ivy being

symbolic of the GaJlae), one bowl each of
soil,

ancients were not unaware

themselves; Augustine wrote of a Galla

who remarked

The Mother’s shrine consisted of an
altar

The

his father.

this

I

I

no sooner

finished

found myself pursuing a

whole host of cited references.

the dendrophori

laid Attis to rest on the floor next to the altar,
was removed from the tree and placed on

the

image of Attis

In a sense, this

is

only the beginning, not the end.

I

have

and the

only scratched the surface of what promises to be a fascinating

candidates for initiation seated themselves in a semi-circle facing

exploration of ancient Paganism that gives every indication of

where an image of the Goddess was also placed.

being able to speak to many, and in particular to transsexuals, far

the altar,

the altar,

Proceeding clockwise, the Archigalla aspersed each candidate

by dipping the berry-laden aspergillum into the bowl

individually

of water. Ancient invocations were read out as one by one each of

was handed the whip and flagellated themselves
before passing the whip on to the next person. One person cried,
the participants

more adequately than the usurper. Yet there remains much more
to be done both in terms of research and interpretation; indeed, I
am constantly amazed at just how much has survived to be
uncovered; descriptions of ritual dress, equipment and liturgy have
been preserved to the present day in the form of sculpture,

another stated the simple, somber fact, “He’s dead,” while the

writings, archaeological finds and even contemporary eyewitness

image of Attis was plunged from sight

accounts.

At

bowl of

in the

soil.

were dimmed; then the Archigalla
draw blood with which to anoint the image of

arm

to

the Mother.

Then

the lights

were brought up suddenly; cymbals crashed,

and the buried image of Attis was
triumphantly brought forth from the Earth and declared to live
once again; only
reclining

this

--

image of Attis was a

different one,

showing

and resplendent.

Proceeding once more clockwise,
Attis

II

has survived, too,

Catholic Church.

similarities

boras blew, drums banged

him

Much

this point the lights

scratched her

all

who had mourned

and the loss of the Mother’s son and lover had

for

their throats

in

between the two

novel experience

upbringing, as

I

it

various rituals of the pre-Vatican

Time and again

provided

me

displaced by the perpetrator in hopes of acquiring the inheritance,
something about Christianity has always struck me as somehow
off kilter and not quite convincing. Exploration into the worship

Magna Mater and

understanding and, like a detective

Mother everyone

to the

ate

and drank from Her bounty, reciting

afterwards, “I have eaten from the

the kemos,

1

tympanum,

have carried the sacred dish,

I

have drank from

I

am

an initiate of

With
of the

through

the

disguise,

I

Attis provided

was almost complete. The bloody image
Magna Mater was immersed in the bowl of water, washed,
that the ritual

dried and handed over to the initiates.
offered and the

A

Mother accompanied her

final thankful
initiates

prayer was

me

with a key

to

who with the final clue can see
now know just who Jesus is

impersonating.

Too, there has been no small amount of gratification to
discover that people who change sex once held positions of
considerable honor within Western civilization, and that the
currently low esteem in which

Attis.”

Catholic

background helpful in recognizing what I was seeing. As in the
aforementioned murder mystery, in which a victim has been

of the

Amidst the recitation of ancient hymns, the kemos, the sacred
dish, was passed from initiate to initiate, and as praise was given

my

with a ritualistic and cultural

words given only to the mystes, the

of the Mother.

was dumfounded by the
In what for me was a

actually found myself thankful for

blessed with the crossed candles, the Messing accompanied by the
initiates

I

religions.

we

are all too often held

is

a

temporary aberration of our time.

The worship of

the

Mother and Her son has clearly changed

over the millennia; far from being a (continued on page 31)

back upstairs, to

27
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AND

THE RITES OF CYBELE
is

Material Requirements:
Figure of the Magna Mater (several

ATTIS

Ivy leaf tatoos (Ivy leaves painted on with body paint will suffice.

a highly condensed version of the entire Riles
consolidated into a single ritual that can be performed alone or by
a group of people)
(The following

Spring 1994

Ivy was symbolic of the Gallae, perhaps because
maturation ivy ceases to bear three lobed leaves as

it

at

trails

and climbs and develops leaves of a rounded shape,
becoming an upright, shrubby bush -- the only plant which
undergoes such a transformation upon flowering.)

statues are currently

available from various Pagan sources, the original form
unearthed from Catal Huyuk and a Classical Roman
version. Barring a statue, a laminated photocopy of the

Mother

will suffice.)

Reeds

Tympanum
Cymbals
Pipes, horns, flutes

Image of

the

Magna Mater

Pine tree or branch decorated with

strips

of blue-colored woolen

cloth

Violets

Image of

Bowl of
Whips

Attis

soil in

which

bury Attis

to

(if

held indoors)

Pin, tack or other sharp object with which to

(Potshards are best
authenticity; but

efficient

and

if

hypodermic needles

messy way

least

draw blood

you’re really courageous and desire
to

& syringes are the most The

Ritual

draw blood. Use only

and never share needles with anyone else.)
bless throats with (held cross-wise in one
to
(tapers)
Two candles
hand, placing the throat between the long ends - and Unlit,
sterilized needles

Introit
Galla proclaims:

From

of course)

the Earth everything raises,

To the Earth everything returns.
Mother of Olympus.

Bread and wine

Hail, great mistress,

Party favors (like the kind you blow into to unfurl, or the kind

with a string to pull to explode and throw confetti
anything to symbolize a carnival-like atmosphere)

Large bowl of water
Mater

which to rinse

in

the

image of

the

-

Processional
Galla continues:

Magna

Let the sky revolve thrice on

its

never-resting axis

Let Titan thrice yoke and thrice unyoke his steeds,

Flowers to decorate Her and Her method of conveyance (child’s
wagon, wheel barrow ox -cart—or whatever’ s handy)

Straightway the Berecynthian pipe will blow a blast on

A

And the festival of the Idaean Mother

its

bent horn.

,

bowl of pine cones

have come.

will

Gallae will march and thump their hollow drums,

Galla should wear:
An image of Cybele and one

And cymbals clashed on cymbals
of Attis slung from a cord around the

neck, scapular fashion

whip over the left shoulder
Long dangling earrings
headdress
river

made of

in

side.

A

The

tambourine (tympanum)

Finger cymbals

A

Through the streets
To your places

and three images, one of the
front and one each of Attis on either

laurel leaves

god Sangrios

(zils)

heavily-draped

gown

out their

Seated on the necks of her attendants.
The Goddess Herself will be borne with howls

A
A

will give

tinkling notes

with long sleeves (white, yellow or

streaked with purple)

figure of

Magna Mater

is

.

.

.

carried in; Galla continues:

The Virgin in her heavenly place rides upon the Lion;
Bearer of com, inventor of law, founder of cities,
By whose gifts it is man ’s good lot to know the Gods:
Therefore She

- 28

in the city’s midst

is

the

Mother of the Gods, Peace, Virtue :

.
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Cybele, the Goddess, weighing

Arbor
Cannophon cany

and laws

life

Without Thee nothing can thrive nor be;

in her balance.

Thou art powerful, of the Gods Thou art
The Queen and also the Goddess.
Thee, Goddess and Thy power I now invoke.
Thou can ’st easily grant me all that I ask.

Intrat

in pine tree; Galla recites:

Of Attis / will sing,
Of Rhea’s son.

And in exchange I

Not sounding His praises with

will give Thee,

Goddess, sincere thanks.

rolling drums.

Repose

Nor on the reed,
Nor with the road.

All take time to

make

requests silently; Galla recites:

OfIda’s Curetes,

0 happy to whom is the blessedness given

But as the Muse

To be taught

Of Phoebus on

the lyre

blend the

strains.

I will

Euhan, he

He

is the

is

Pan, he

is

Who

shepherd of the white

Galla washes figure of

Thou, mighty Zeus’s daughter.
well pleased with the lamentations of castanets.

Sparkle-eyed

and flutes, of the howling of wolves and

lions,

Thou occupies! the central throne of the cosmos.

And thus of the Earth, while thou provide st soft food;
By thee there was brought forth the race of immortal and

resounding mountains

And the woody high

reciting:

Drawn by bull-killing lions.
She who wields the scepter over the renowned pole.
She of the many names, the honored one.

Sing me, Muse, with a clear voice.

is

Lavatio
Magana Mater,

Mother of the immortal Gods;
She prepares a fast-riding chariot,

then recites:

Of the Mother of all the Gods and all men

Of kettle-drums

life.

constellation.

Mourning

She

her

in

Revel goes sweeping!

Bacchus.

soil,

pure

Through whose soul the unsleeping

Euhoi,

Galla buries image of Attis in

is

Mysteries sent from heaven.

in the

lands

mortal beings;

From

By Thee

the Earth everything raises.

Go

To the Earth everything returns.
Hail, great mistress. Mother of Olympus.

the rivers

to the feast,

and the

entire sea are rules

O lofty one!

.

.

delighting in drums.

Tamer of all, savior of the Phrygians.
Bed-fellow of Kronos, child ofUranos, the old one..

Sanguinus

Life-giving, frenzy -loving, joyful one, gratified with acts of

Procession with beating drums, flagellation, Gallae draws

from her arm and sprinkles on pine
image of the Magna Mater

tree or

Wood

piety.

branch and on the

Lavatio Finis
Galla

Anointment
Galla removes image of Attis from

soil;

recites:

Generous Goddess of Ida, you. Mother of Gods,
Who take delight in Dindyma and towered towns and lions

mourning ceases

yoked

abruptly, Galla anoints throats, saying quietly to each:

Be of good cheer.

Initiate,

For we,

our

too, after

seeing that the

toils,

Now

God is saved;

guide

in pairs.

me

Goddess make

shall find salvation!

Stride

me

in the
this

coming years;

sign favorable.

with your gracious step.

Hilaria

AU

All rejoice, beat on drums, play musical instruments, use party

repeat:

have eaten from the drum

favors; Galla distributes bread and wine, reciting:

/

Nature’s Mother, who bringeth

have drunk from the cymbal
1 have carried the sacred dish

And revives all from day

1

life.

to day.

The food of life Thou grantest

And when

all to

in eternal fidelity.

the soul hath retired

we

I

have stolen into the inner chamber

take refuge in Thee.

Thou grantest falls back to Thy womb.
Rightly Thou art called the Mother of the Gods
Because by Thy loyalty
Thou hast conquered the power of the Gods.
Verity Thou art also the Mother
Of the peoples and the Gods,

From the Earth everything

All that

To

the Earth everything returns.

Hail, great mistress.

(Ritual

29

raises.

is

Mother of Olympus.

followed by feasting, singing, dancing, revelry,

etc.)
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None of Your Business
creation

by Christine Beatty

is

questions despite

how

invasive

I

thought they were. After

all,

who volunteer to

have their penises removed.

Besides,

I

knew that if I refused to answer that
everyone would assume that I hadn’t. And
if I hadn’t had the surgery, then I was a
miserable excuse for a transsexual and

.

.

.

Hey, if 1 hadn’t had the surgery, then I was
REALLY a man. (Goddess! I was so

my

Hulk Hogan

turn

comfortable with.

have been

I

made good money

as a

woman

I

don’t

mind

talking

was completed four months before
time

full

anybody, but

Of

driver’s license has read

I’ve had silicone breast implants.

none of your business, but
electrolysis

My

into Joan Rivers.

“female” since 1989.

I

.

.

I

I

am

Maybe

womanhood.

My

living as a

considered the

is

why “Gender

that’s

Confirmation Surgery”

about something

began

woman.

a

course, Sex Reassignment Surgery

ultimate proof of

(Also

about them.)

Really, none of this stuff is of concern to

.

compelled to prove

feel

I

new and

the

is

improved politically correct term;
implies surgery

Of

is

what

course,

it

proof of actual gender.
that suggests

genitalia truly defines gender,

is

that

and

that

posit leads us into treacherous waters.

\

Perhaps we’re better off not slogging
through

else.**

this

hazard-fraught territory at the

moment. (Let’s save

\

that hot potato for

another inflammatory essay, shall we?)
to

any

Just for

now we

might consider

that defining

that

automatically labels pre- and non-operative

another can inflict)

am

am

I

female technical professional for a tag corporation. I have jumped
through all of the HBIGDA hoops. I’ve had enough hormones to

“Discussing the surgery
makes us even more tabloid
than we already are , and\
since we are not a one-issue
people , we should stopl
feeding that flame and talkl

wrapped up in what other people thought of
me, which is a self-imposed form of oppression equal

I

you what

tell

cross-living since 1989 during which I’ve

was a guest and therefore had absolutely no right to any kind of
privacy. Hell, that’s why they had someone like me on the show:
America is fascinated by this strange breed
(excuse the pun) of “men”

had been tuckandrolled? Well, that’s what this article

I

silly!)

will

I

Being an archetypal transsexual. I’ve been on a few talk
shows: five of 'em to date. And with only one exception, the
topic of surgery has always surfaced. Everybody wants to know if
“it” has been “cut off” yet. In so many people’s minds, within
and without the transgender community, completing SRS (Sex
Reassignment Surgery) is the incontrovertible “evidence” that I’m
not a man. I felt compelled to prove myself a worthwhile,
legitimate human being and -- not to forget - a woman.
In the beginning I accommodated these rude and tactless

if

about,

increasingly of the opinion that such information

men. Of course
(i.e.,

You know,

society.

surgical status) is nobody’s business unless they are (a) a

this is the

same

gender by genitalia

MTF transsexuals as
by

definition used

(patriarchal)

the one that barely tolerates us?

On one hand, understand the mentality of postoperative
pride. SRS is an accomplishment of major proportions. Fewer
I

physician with a need to know, or (b) a potential sex partner.

Since

I

am

there.”

I

am

few people who need
under no obligation

medical procedures that

my

monogamous relationship,
know what I have “down

already in a committed

there are very

may

or

may

than ten percent of us

make

to inform others

about

my

not have been performed on

And, even more importantly, I believe we as a
community should show some solidarity around the issue of
body.

by not even revealing
Really, why does anyone need

will start

article.

even intending

SRS make me

or doesn’t? (Forget what the
Psychiatric Association

--

same smug clowns who

my
to

of the

all

a “better”

DSM -

TS

than one

who

the bible of the

hasn’t

American

financial,

amazing

truly

that

proud.

terminus in a journey of becoming, the final goal

on a

It is the

as far as the operating room. Justifiably

of blood, sweat and

trail

And according

transsexuals.

part)

who

SRS

that classifies

we

tears,

to all

APA -

and

the

are

Holy Grail of “true”

those great guys

DSM -

(for the most

it is

one as a transsexual. Surgery

the desire for

is

not an issue

take lightly.

details

shouldn’t

we

publicly discuss the

of our emotional and painful transition?

we coughed up
lives,

shouldn’t

fifteen

most intimate
should we

Why

attempt to steer the discussion away from surgery?

our

we

of those wonderfully well-

gave us the aforementioned

So why

says about gender issues. These are the
classified homosexuality as a mental

is

it

intentioned people at the

know? Does having or

it

any of us make

surgical status in this

twenty years ago, so we shouldn’t be overly
impressed with their guesswork regarding sexuality and gender.) I
have been letting others make assumptions about my status for
some time now and neither confirming or correcting their
impressions. (No, you can’t “safely” assume I’m pre-op. What
was that? Why wouldn’t I trumpet my post -op status to all of
illness until

With

that far.

and emotional roadblocks,

clinical, social

discussing surgery.
I

it

to

By

Goddess,

grand (or whatever), pints of blood, years of

and friends and relatives galore for SRS, so why
talk about it? Because ultimately it works against

we

us in several ways.
First

and foremost,

it

reduces us from people to the recipients

of an operation. Our feelings, our motivations, our thoughts are

overlooked

30

in the

headlong rush to talk about two topics of
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fascination

horrific

By

genders.

the

to

firmly in place, and

pee-pees and sharp

The Bobbit story
would have been ignored
except for this element. If we

of viewing

can

simple.

knives.

skirt (sorry

Our

feelings, which is a much
more important topic. Or we

and

explore

participation in such discourse

that

in

the

important topic

to

show, you automatically

our

And some of

penises and scalpels, so

that the

bad feminism, pure and

any

forfeit

by appearing on a

that

right to privacy

us just love to talk about

“down

it’s

gender community

is

talk

and dignity.

there.” Obviously,

people will behave as their interests dictate; however,

show

talk

is

gender.”

--

some people maintain

emotions and gender don’t
have the tabloid appeal of
difficult to lure

MTF

Rather than letting patriarchal beliefs go unchallenged as

discuss whether or not

Still,
is

non-operative

MEN.

we

be concrete: gender.

The problem

are helping reinforce the ignorant beliefs

questions the

the

most believe

that

are

minimize the importance of surgery by giving SRS-related
same weight as questions about what we had to eat
this morning. “What does that matter? I’m here to talk about an

can tread really dangerous

ground

we

we are orgasmic, we should nip them
bud by defusing the issue. We don’t need redfaced
confrontations w ith Geraldo to do this, either; we can pleasantly

create an

opportunity to talk about our

quicksand

we

audiences that pre- and

transsexuals are

the issue of

!)

we can

surgery,

giddily parading our surgery in the media

helping cement the patriarchal binary gender system even more

American media-consuming
public:

Spring 1994

‘

I

submit

ultimately hurt by these actions.

People will continue to see us as a one -issue group, a bunch of

hosts (or their producers) into

willing Jane

Wayne

Bobbits, and ignore the greater issues of

discussion

they

believe

gender.

won’t boost

their

ratings.

assistant producer before the

we continue to pander to the
we help keep the lay public mired in its
inflexible and outmoded ideas about gender, including the
incorrigible propositions (see Gender: An Ethnomethodological
Approach by Kessler and McKenna) that there are only two

show or

genders and that gender

a

You

I

should be subtle with

such an agenda.

bringing

II

replace you.

So when did

the topic of surgery

if

rears

they’

Forget even

up with an

this

its

head

—

and

strategy

is

to question

my

possible answer

feelings.

Gender
by

my

An example

is

is

“Surgery

spiritual

body.

of this would be

you had?”
important as

and psychological, and

To me,

This reply

is

boy

the operation

is just a

it

isn’t

way

to

a twofold tactical response.
it

It

takes a swipe at

just as (if not

surgery-have-you-had

Of

course, this

the conversation.

is

more)

what-

line is that

many ways to manage
we should take charge

and minimize the emphasis placed on SRS. Discussing the
surgery makes us even more tabloid than we already are, and since

we
and

are not a one-issue people,
talk about

My

something

is

that

it

for her, for

into the inner

we should

Imagine

stop feeding that flame

static,

and

I

am

hers,

and

in this sense

we have

I,

I

we

both been male

Although

know’ what she would say and

I

too have the right to say: “I have stolen

”

you.

that.

it

of Cybele

has evolved over time.

historical reality, there is

address the needs of our

no reason

ow n

lives.

it

and

Attis

While based

said the night of April

was said millennia ago:
Goddess and Thy power I now invoke.

Thou can 'st easily grant me all that I ask.
And in exchange 1 will give Thee, Goddess, sincere thanks
Sincere thanks to the Goddess, for providing us a history.

putrefaction-nddcn assumptions (makes-an-ASS-out-of-U-and-ME)

two

31

in

cannot evolve further to

As was

3, 1993, as

plays right into the hands of the crusty,

(b) there are only

the Rites
from page 27)

dead faith

Thee,

and

sister

Recreating

else.

that (a) genitalia defines gender,

chamber.

And so have

other objection to public discussion of our personal

surgical statuses

it

( continued

only one example of

my

The who-are-you-

irresistible as the

topic.

The bottom

is

her voice has long been stilled,

steers the host in the

of fresh meat attracts a hammerhead shark.

have been man, youth and

I

and become female, servants to the Eternal Feminine.

direction of a sexual orientation discussion as surely as the scent

is

business.

are both priestesses of the Great Mother,

will say

morphology -equals- gender tenet and

fucking topic

surgery, you ask?

continued from page 18)

separate us, she

isn’t nearly as

attract a certain kind of sex partner.”

the

my

“A woman now,

the

a potential reply to “What surgery have

really affected

a matter of anatomy.

is

have

~ my

question or deftly change the topic.

One

1

None of your

this isn’t

shows

restricted to talk

firmly maintain that as

voyeuristic mentality,

.

s
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LENGTH:
INFINITE
INTERNATIONAL
OF THE

XIII
IMPRESSIONS
SYMPOSIUM OF THE HARRY BENJAMIN ASSOCIATION
hve per cent

by Rachel Pollack
I

even refusing

I

New York

in

elevator of the Holiday Inn

would

they

say, “but can

Crowne

we

spotting

tag in the

i.d.

it’s

In

my

fantasy,

I

a convention of sex-change doctors.”

“How

fascinating,” the

woman would

w hile her husband would rush out
the

moment

say,

door

the

fantasy stayed with me, particularly on
surgery day,

when

I

Laub informed

maybe

This

the elevator stopped.

Dr.

.

.

imagined further a pair

stare,

Project,

transsexual

the middle.
I

was not sure how long

work of

morning

took place on the

last

and surgeons had

left),

as

amusing or

paper. Dr. Bockting
parti cipati on

me

The

surgical transformation of

as profound, beautiful

and

What

a matter of intellectual

human genitals strikes
Add to this a general
becomes
clear why expected
and
it
squeamishness about blood,
to last about three minutes into the first slide show. And yet, the
curiosity.

the GIP. After our talk, which

(after

many

of the psychiatrists

Walter Bockting, a Dutch psychologist

commented

that

he

felt relieved finally to see

by transsexuals after the previous two days.

I

it

paper on

community empowerment and

working with Eli Coleman at the University of Minnesota, got
up to speak about AIDS prevention work done in Minnesota, a
valuable project because of its emphasis on letting transgender
people shape the approaches to the community. Before giving his

last

adjustment, or see

deliver a joint

to

I

watching such graphic photos. 1 do not take the
do not consider it a minor
subject of surgery lightly.

would

of

at

bloody images on the slide screen, until they w'ould penetrate
the technical jargon of the speaker, and realize that what they were
looking at, greatly enlarged, was an image of a penis being sliced
Before the surgery senes began,

come

thinkable to

I
had come to the Harry Benjamin
Symposium, with Barbara Warren and
Yvonne Ritter of the Gender Identity

Department of Theoretical

the

dow n

was no longer

participation of the people involved.

Physics.”

somewhat confused,

it

hold such a conference without the active

the

room, where they would

is

Council of Europe’s

that transsexualism has

age, and that

Princeton’

of businessmen wandering by mistake into
the darkened

last year, at the

comment

us

his
male-to-female
that
rectosigmoid neocolporaphy
created a vagina of ‘infinite
Someone should
length.*
notify NASA , I thought, or

“Oh,

say,

Amsterdam

Colloquy on Transsexualism, Medicine and the Law', Dr. Louis
Goorens closed the proceeding with a

then w'ould

them and cheerfully

to face

speak to them or look at them in the elevators.

to

not universal. In

is

convention you’re here with? We’ve
seen the signs, but what is gender
dysphoria?”

nontranssexual members,

Happily, such discomfort with transsexual professionals

“Excuse me, miss,”

Plaza.

ask what

my

this

tum

many

also observed a concerted effort by

especially the surgeons, to ignore the transsexual participants,

spent at the Harry Benjamin
The entire weekend
Symposium on Gender Dysphoria kept imagining some middle-

aged couple on vacation

Denny’s estimate. Dallas

Actually, this is Dallas

just the separation of experts

many of

the rest of us,

was not

and people, but rather the

attitudes

bothered Walter, and

many

shown by many

of the experts.

in this field, the

assumption remains that the doctor knows besL

After so

years of working

frightening.

I

various doctors presented their work with such dispassion that

found myself, along with everyone

else,

judging one technique against another.

and then,

I

glanced

across the room, and from the thoughtful expressions you might

have assumed that these people were listening to a discussion of

economic prospects for the tractor industry'.
But of course these were professionals. The Harry Benjamin
Society goes to some lengths to limit participation at the

symposium

to professional experts.

rule a plot to

Many

people consider

their doctors are doing to them.

saw no evidence of the

registration desk turning

willing to pay the admission price.

To

be

More and more

fair,

I

away anyone

More important, something

begun to work

transsexual

women

in the field, so that a look

revealed that transsexual people

and men have

around the audience

made up a good twenty

is

often frightening.

“What

the male-

functioning vagina with a good cosmetic appearance.”
“functioning” he meant

--

of course

--

By

the ability to receive a large

remember shaking my head in amazement. What about
feeling? Sensitivity ? Orgasm? What about any sense of pleasure
penis.

I

for the

w oman

herself?

In the penis-centered

world of male surgeons length

everything (remembering this discussion,
year old son,

who

1

think of

my

asks about any cylindrical object,

is

lover’s

“How

this

has begun to happen in the realm of professional experts
themselves.

knows

to-female patient wants,” one surgeons informed us, “is a

six

keep transsexual people themselves from attending

and learning what

the doctor

1

watching unemotionally,

Now

And what

or twenty-

Several times in his presentation. Dr.
Mom?”).
Donald Laub informed us that his male-to-female rectosigmoid
neocolporaphy created a vagina of “infinite length.” Someone
should notify NASA, I thought, or maybe Princeton’s

long

is

it.

Department of Theoretical Physics.

Another surgeon described the necessity of removing all
erectile tissue in order to prevent any narrow ing of the vagina
through swelling. No mention is made of any effect this might

32
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have on sexual response. At

New Woman Conference,

last year’s

a preliminary investigation of post-surgery orgasmic response

When
do

Spring 1994

women do say that they have orgasms, what
do with this information? Do they consider it a
What would happen if they took such claims seriously,
post-op

the doctors

indicated the strong possibility that sexual feeling depends partly

fantasy?

on some

and investigated the possible differences between these people and
those who find themselves nonorgasraic (including investigating

erectile tissue remaining.

indeed a tradeoff exists

If

between vaginal depth and sexual response, then

this

and the candidate for surgery needs

investigation,

needs further

to

know about

the difference

between surgical techniques)? And what do the
surgeons mean when they commonly assure

this possibility.

The
arose,

and when

some

disturbing beliefs.

we
women

it

In

commentary

floor,

arose from the

women

such ignorance

appalling.

is

man who

a

they believe that actual orgasm after surgery

By

they

The

But remember,

performs genital surgery.

uterus, then he will

assume orgasm

reports of the psychiatrists and

psychologists raised as

many

used often indicated a disregard for how the

own lives. The
many issues. Dr.
Amsterdam that the

possible for both his female- to-male and his

“patients” looked at their

male-to-female patients.

word

One of the women who objected to
comment later told me, in conversation,
orgasm, after

all, is

clinic

that

a subjective experience,

people

satisfaction, and hard therefore to say
whether or not it exists. Well, no, I thought, orgasm is not
simply emotional. It is a physical event in the body, with
specific buildup and release, and most people know very well if
they experience orgasm or they do not The may find other

many

post-op

more important or just

women who

as satisfying (I’ve talked to

way), but they do

feel this

know

whether or not they have orgasms.
Nontranssexual

women who

They

excitement only

women who

to

we

down

a certain path but

will describe reaching a plateau of

have the energy dwindle away. Transsexual

More

than once that weekend,

I

who perform genital surgery.
One particular moment seemed

whose

Chuckling, he

told us how a patient had sent him this self-portrait when he
doubted her claim to experience multiple orgasms. The surgeon
said
it

bow

was.

he never would have believed

It

took a

moment

it

was

possible, but there

for this to sink in.

never have believed possible?

What would he

Multiplicity of orgasm

—

or

orgasm itself? His manner suggested not only that he considered
orgasm a scientific marvel, but that he assumed the rest of us
would feel the same.

when

why

the hell

is

the

I

she calling her ‘be’?”

Most disturbing were the reports of treatment methods
children.

A

great

for

many transsexual people (also, many male and
know who they are and what they want from

female homosexuals)

about the age of four. Since children are trusting, and act in ways
that

come naturally to them, they often will express these feelings
many others will get the message of repression early).

who

find such behavior frightening or 'improper

bring their children to therapists.

Symposium,

And

so, at the

several doctors presented their

“gend^ dysphoria

may

Harry Benjamin

methods
in

for treating a

childhood”

For most therapists, the goal of treatment

to illuminate the lack of

labia appeared distorted through vibration.

psychologist

the start of her story, she remarked that

non-sickness they have labeled

show, one doctor showed a picture of a vagina

One

remember Barbara Warren turning to me, and whispering, in
astonished fury, “If this per. .a comes dressed as a woman and

Parents

concern from surgeons over the question of sexual sensation. At
his slide

particular services.

is,

came, “he” wore a dress and makeup, and gave a female

Human

people

to the

there as “clients “ that

name. “He” appeared feminine and pretty in “his” appearance.

(though

are, nearly twenty-five years after the publication of

end of

patient

thought here

Sexual Response , and Masters and Johnson might just as well
have never existed. Once again, we must remember that these are

the

At

transsexual.

gives a female name,

find themselves nooorgasmic after surgery describe a

similar sensation.

who need

sane people

who come

presented a paper cm her treatment of a Vietnamese male-to-female

have never climaxed often will

recognize that their bodies are moving

never arriving.

“patient” itself raises

Goorens commented in
he set up has always referred

this

an emotional response of

aspects of sex

issues as the

surgeons the day before them. The language

not

is

that to the people considering such

tell

a major operation?

itself,

he believes that orgasm depends on the

If

best a scientific anomaly, shouldn’t

is at

in the audience, both

transsexual and non transsexual.

this is

orgasm after surgery? Are they using
orgasm as a code-word for emotional
satisfaction and sense of well-being? And if

did, the remarks indicated

one surgeon informed us that
know, orgasm for (nontranssexual)
takes place in the uterus.” Gasps

from the
“as

their pre-op patients that they will experience

subject of orgasmic response hardly

is

obvious.

Repattem the child’s behavior and emotional outlook. Condition
Dr. H.l.L. Meyer-Bahlburg

her or him to the assigned role.

described the failure of both traditional long-term psychotherapy

and intensive behavioral therapy to change the child’s actions or
desires.

But Dr. Meyer-Bahlburg was not there

accepting the child’s view of

him or

herself.

own

traditional failures as prelude to his

to suggest

Rather, he spoke of

system, which he

considered short and effective.

He spoke only of
wish or a belief

in

treating

boys

themselves as

who

girls.

family and “caretakers” creating an

33
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The

masculinity.

who must keep a

parents,

diary as proof of their

conformity to correct behavior, are taught to avoid the “ideology
of androgyny.” Dr. Meyer-Bahlburg did not explain what that
meant.

The

parents must push the notion at all times that

better to be a

boy than a

girl.

is

it

Spring 1294

saddened me deeply. Now I have a tool
against transphobia: sit them down and make them read a copy of

something

that has

Trans Sisters'.

Thank you

for a wonderful publication.
Sincerely,

(The good doctor did not explain

They must

Jiro

arrange five play dales per week with boys, and involve the child

Ithaca,

what effect
in as

many

this

might have on

girls in the family).

boys’ activities as possible.

We can only imagine

the

agony of the transsexual child subjected to this barrage of
masculine conditioning, this overwhelming message to
disbelieve, and even to hate, her deepest feelings. Dr. MeyerBahlburg’ s patients range in age from four to
transsexual

women

remember, for many

many
They can

(Sadly,

six.

can do more than imagine.

Nakamura
New York

Get Submissive!
TransSisters welcomes submissions of original

arti-

cles, interviews, reviews, position statements, press re-

leases, editorials, research reports, fiction, poetry,

parents have developed a similar course of

work or photography

art-

dealing with issues of transsexuality

action without the guidance of Dr. Meyer-Bahlburg.)

and feminism. Submissions dealing with controversial

Not all therapists begin with assumptions of the need to
change or cure their patients. Dr. P.T. Cohen-Kettenis of

sues or taking controversial stances (short of character assassination) including erotica are especially encouraged.

Utrecht, in the Netherlands, reported that tests of transsexual

adolescents indicated no evidence of
personalities.

She went on

Although

damaged or borderline

concern

to suggest that the elevated troubles

of such adolescents likely resulted

more

do not

fully

is

Meyer-Bahlburgs of this field, who often justify their
treatment by saying that it prevents the child, and later the adult,
from becoming stigmatized. Still, Dr. Cohen-Kettenis moves die

from transforming

the

child

to

a problem

on issues of

Material that has been published elsewhere

publication.

answer

also acceptable, but please indicate where

previously published

the Dr.

issue

the primary focus of TransSisters is

to male-to-female transsexuals, material related

to female-to-male concerns will also be considered for

from outside pressures

than mental dysfunction. Such observations

is-

if it

it

has been

has been.

All submissions are subject to editing by the

Domineditrix.

in the

mary

Please enclose a brief biographical sum-

(three or four sentences) with your submission.

Submissions written under pseudonyms are acceptable.

surroundings.

presented an approach to

Dr. D. Di Ceglie, of London,
helping children that not only counteracts the manipulative
method, but borders on the truly radical. He began by speaking of

TransSisters reserves the right to reprint

after publication.

accept the child’s actual feelings,

all

submis-

All other rights revert to the individual authors

sions.

TransSisters also reserves the right to

the need to recognize and
without judgement. The issue becomes not to change the child,

refuse publication of any submissions which do not meet
our editorial or aesthetic standards or which are contrary

but to ameliorate the problems and emotions around the situation.

to

Secrecy

--

concealment of the child’s cross-gendered feelings

Manuscripts should be double-spaced or neatly hand

promotes a “disorder of curiosity,” alienating children from
themselves as well as their environment. To overcome this. Dr.
Di Ceglie suggests working not only with the child and the
family, but even the possibility of speaking to the school and to
other children, explaining

why

this

our goals and purposes.

—

and the

Word

particular child acts

a decision and take action.
the lives of expatriates,

He

referred to Jan

Contributors are also

and the idea

that surgery

writing

the

on

framed a going

lieu

name of
of

the photographer if

prints,

The

and

will be returned if

November 20;

Summer May 20; Autumn:

—w

people in general have often

queer activists alike

—

come from self-avowed

we

can

—

in

s.a.s.e.

all sorts is six

w eeks

Those dates are

as

Spring: February 18;

August 20.

Contributors receive a free copy of the issue

in

work appears. Please address all submissions
to: TransSisters Davina Anne Gabriel, editor; 4004
T roost Avenue; Kansas City, Missouri 641 10.
which

feminists and

rather than from conservative circles

that

you provide a

deadline for submissions of

follows: Winter

3)

to

white) of them-

you do so so

prior to publication of the next issue.

his colleagues.

Letters to the Editor (continued from page

&

give proper photo credit. Negatives are also acceptable

This fundamental respect for the transsexual person’s
sense of self makes Dr. Di Ceglie’ s approach as (sadly) very

from many of

written in

selves along with their submissions, but please indicate

home.

different

if

Artwork must

welcome and encouraged

submit photographs (preferably black

age to make

Moms’ s

Perfect for Macintosh, version 2.1.

turned.

young children, something many transsexual adults might
recommend from looking back at their own childhoods. He does,
however, say that therapy should help children and their parents
for

until the child reaches the

number your pages and put your name

of the work at the top of every page. Material

be camera ready. Please enclose a self-addressed stamped
envelope if you want your manuscript or artwork re-

Dr. Di Ceglie does not suggest a change of official identity

gender uncertainty

title

can also be submitted on 3.5 floppy disks

differently.

tolerate

Please

written.

-

their

;
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An Interview With James Green
Many

by Thyme 5
When

.

learned that

I

intrigued by such a

lesbians are

becoming men,

What was

it

like to

I

became

be socialized
It

but to be in a lesbian

someone who had functioned within a

lesbian

community

for

years.

lesbian had he been, and

what did he think the

and a lesbian-to-male? I did some
interviews (see off our backs October 1993) and got some
answers but have come to realize that the answers to my questions
differences are between a butch

,

about

LTMs and

butches would differ for each individual and any

The

broader generalization inevitably produce stereotyping.
following interview, not published by off our backs,

depth look

at

one FTM’s

is

an

in-

life.

me

early twenties did not perceive

wasn’t an act or an

am

I

You have

really intrigued.

James: They adopted

were?

really

male mannerisms that

certain

were necessary to adopt

my

in order to express

be four

this year.

1

background wearing

coming

Then

in.

Of course

femme-identified.

few

lipstick lesbians,

thought that was

I

But the
I wanted everybody to be able to be there.
younger people drove the old butch-femme people away.
Thyme: How did you feel about

a

Did you

was too

But

daughter,

we had

it

late

James:

We

with respect to

already bonded and there

This

is

as a

Thyme:

I

my

disowned.

was

about

lesbian

we go

community

for

into that more.

your

You ay you were

in the

22 years. Would you describe yourself as

Its different

James: Well, actually I came of age in the time just before the
Women’s Movement was beginning, the early seventies. When I
say came of age mean came of age to go to the bars which was
the only place to meet lesbians at the time. So 1 got in on the
I

butch-femme

stuff that Leslie Feinberg talks about

met some real butches. I
would not say I was what you would call a bulldagger. I was
much more androgynous, compared to the bull daggers I was a soft
in

her book. Stone Butch Blues.

butch.

I

1

was also much more male than they were

out No way

in

must say

that

I

how

who

1

was.

to “be”

is

that

I

women’s community.

didn’t learn
I

I

had a male

women

learned

it

it,

also

I

spirit.

“be” and

men

me. In

fact,

very difficult for

what women want out of relationships as
I

am is
am is

I

at that time that part of

It’s like

was

I

I

figured

have a female body.”

I

have actually learned about being a

through transition.

I

“Okay, part of what I
part of what

women. Okay,

than being female.

“do,” and learning
I

class

get a sex -change.

I

just flipped

to fully be

acknowledged
what I was/am

a butch?

working

straight

think that the label that

I

at the time,

experiences in the lesbian community and your
childhood, before

I

my first
woman --she

wanted for myself was “human being.”

else besides your

talk

didn’t really identify

I

would I ever do anything crazy like that
was already the black sheep of the
I
family, I didn’t want to be completely

that

to

18.

I

had been told by

who was a

We were

yes.

like

I

suggested that perhaps

love

would

woman.

lover,

present lover?

James: Oh

I

loved women. But

wanted

someone

ought to be a
had a female body and I

thought that

1

lesbian because

nothing she could do.

Thyme:

label

yourself?

to share co-parent responsibilities

for him.

absolutely

all

fabulous.

mind about whether I
could be the father of the younger one after he was
bom, cuz she decided she loved someone else and

me

For

and hiking boots started

their flannel shirts

there even began to be a

Basically, she changed her

didn’t want

didn’t feel

didn’t

sort of a long story.

It’s

I

masculinity.

chew tobacco and spit, I didn't talk about women
being possessions of mine the way they did.
Thyme: Where were you?
James: Portland, Oregon. This was a working class scene in the
tars at that time. In ‘73- ’74 was when women with a university
instance,

went to
the sperm bank and picked out a donor that was
like me, as much as we could, and we made babies.
We made two babies. The younger erne is going to
lesbian lover did.

when they

it was just who I was.
you thought they were projecting an

who they

daughter? Did you give birth to her?

James: No, my

in

First

attitude,

Thyme: Do you mean
attitude that wasn’t

as female

yourself at that time?

Thyme:

was

some

the flat-top haircut and the muscular forearm tatoos, resided

What kind of

I

met me, but would immediately perceive me as male. That’s
because of the masculine energy that I had, which was not forced.

transition.

woman

met when

I

my

community for years,
and then realize you really are male? When I first met such an
FTM lesbian-to-male, I felt as though I was stepping through the
looking glass. Inside this short male-appearing person, beyond
not only as a

straight-ahead bulldaggers, butches that

Siegel

woman

and

a result of going

exactly, by being in the

by contrast

Thyme: Some women are do-ers. You

recognize that as a gross

generalization?

James: Oh

yea, absolutely.

There’s no

other than gross generalizations.
that it’s very' difficult to define.

many ways.
35
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concerned would be if no one ever knew what sex I was. And I
the things women used to
actually told a boy I played with in the neighborhood when I
conversation.
a
dominate
would
1
always criticize me for
They were always telling me it was male behavior, but I didn’t started my pe nod --most of the other girls had already started
We’d already seen the films two years earlier, and we
their’s.
understand that And also people would tell me that— if women
were sitting around telling what their feelings were, or how upset knew what it was about and so I told this guy who had three older
sisters who knew about all these things that I was never gonna
they were about this or that, my way of dealing with it was to
have a period, that I was probably gonna grow up to be a guy.
figure out how to solve it And that was not what they wanted.
And he just said, “Yea, I wouldn’t be surprised.” When I went
Thyme: They just wanted to express their feelings.
James: Exactly. It was very difficult for me to understand that through transition none of my friends were surprised.
Even though women told me that repeatedly, I did not get it until Thyme: To backtrack, though, so you got your period?
James: I was a little disappointed. I used
after I went through transition.
to imagine I would go to Vietnam to stop
Thyme: When women told you that, was ^*Pm here to tell you it
always
work
that
doesn't
the war.
was in junior high or high
I
that pre- lesbian feminism?
way , that just because you school, and I would be coming over a hill
James: Both pre and during. All my life.
Thyme: The butches in the bars wouldn’t become a white middle class and someone would shoot my breasts off.
male that all the doors open That would be a good way to lose them.
?
say that
to you . . . The old boys'
Thyme: Did you get any support from
James: The butches in the bar scene
network is not like you your family to make these pioneering
identified me as a baby butch after they got
think it is when you are
breakthroughs as a girl?
over perceiving me as male and took me
outside of it."
James: They were, of course, proud of
under their wing. They would make jokes
me but they didn’ t understand why was
about how I didn’t need to learn anything.
The doing these different things, they wanted me to be normal. When
Thyme: You were in your early 20s in Portland
movement was growing big. There were many lesbians in I would express excitement about the things I was doing and what
I perceived as my capabilities and my promise, my mother would
Portland. They used to have these huge Mother’s Day picnics out
constantly say to me, “You’re just normal. You’ll be alright
on an island. Were you part of those?
James: Yes and I always felt like I shouldn’t be there. When I some day.” But they loved me and they expressed confidence in
me, but we constantly fought about what clothes I was going to
got in a large group of women I felt extremely out of place.
Sometimes in a small group of women I would fee! extremely out wear.
Thyme: Did you have to wear dresses?
of place, just generally uncomfortable.
James: Yes, until I got to college.
Thyme: Other people made you feel that way?
James: Sometimes people would. Actually much later my lover Thyme: How old are you?
and my friends would joke that I was excluded from all-women James: 45 this year.
Thyme: We are the same generation. I didn’t like wearing
events.

One of

behavior in other cliches.

was

.

.

that

.

I

.

Thyme:

Before your sex change?

James: Oh
1

was

.

.

dresses either.

yeah, well before because they would joke about

how

a boy and that I shouldn’t be there anyway.
So you and others perceived you as male.

really

Thyme:
James:

number of

reasons.

costs, losing

vulnerable and the wind blows up your skirt,

was terrified of a sex-change for a
People would think I was crazy, the risks, the

Right, although

my family,

I

losing

all

my

friends, losing

my

identity

was the first woman cable-splicer for Pacific
Northwest Bell. I was the first girl in my junior high school to
take wood shop. I was the first girl on my high school ski team,
a number of firsts that I accomplished as a woman, which I would
as a lesbian.

I

not have accomplished had

I

been

bom

male, and

I

am proud

of

those things.

Thyme: Did you

perceive yourself as male when you

accomplished those things?

James:

In a

way

conscious way.

woman’s body.”

I

I
I

perceived myself as being male but not in a

never

was very conscious that
I was not like other

boys;

am

never thought, “I
felt like
I

that

1

was different

girls.

When

I

a

man

trapped in a

just felt like

hit

I

was not

James: Lots of women didn’t
Thyme: No, the fact is female clothes make you more

me and

I

like other

puberty-when

I

was

about 12 or 13—1 actually thought the best thing for everyone

lot

it’s

not as warm.

of these things do not seem gender-specific ...

I

A

see you have

on your arms. When did you get that?
James: I’ve always had that But my beard is the result of
hormones, like any man’s beard is the result of hormones. I
hair

always had a

of hair on

my

arms and legs but it became more
is the same as it was before.
What you see down the back of my hand became more prominent
Thyme: Did it cause you embarrassment”
James: It caused my mother embarrassment She used to make
me bleach the hair on my arms with this creme stuff and bleach
lot

prominent but the density and length

my
my

mustache.

upper

lip.

to shave

my

myself a

fiat

made her self-conscious for me. I never shaved
One day in the bathtub when I was a kid decided

It

I

arms but I felt mutilated afterward. I also gave
top one time when I was fourteen. That was the
only time my mother encouraged me to wear my cowboy hat
My mother wanted me to be aware of what was expected of me as
a woman, and it wasn’t gonna work. And I know that many.
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many

lesbians and

many

same

sort of thing.

This

forced

me

women

straight
is

have gone through the

not cause and effect, this

into a sex-change.

is

not what

don’t perceive myself as a victim

I

me to run away from my femininity,
where I’m coming from at all.
Thyme: Did you fantasize about having a penis?
of oppression causing

that’s

not

A

James:

Especially

although

I

not a whole lot

little bit,

want

didn’t really

to be

a man like the

I

I

saw around me.

I

few, but as a class

wasn’t

I

played with the boys.

I

thrilled.

attracted, but maybe over forty years
it

pretty clear that

that

mean

didn't

wanted to be

I

I

I

liked a

wasn’t romantically

I

felt attracted to

two guys,

a long-term relationship with

in

Thyme: Did

your fantasies of having a penis grow as you got

My

woman at 18, and I
By die time was in

experience was with a

first

learned you didn’t need a penis to do that.

early 20s

I

knew

reproducing and

adopted and
because

I

Thyme:

was very

I

you’ve done

that

benny

James: I’m

I

didn’t need a penis to

make love

to a

woman.

James: Everything
woman. So nobody
worked

this for

in the lesbian

socio-economic reasons

here to

tell

you

it

doesn’t always work that way, that

You

very competitive out there.

It’s

not like you think

is

are not going to

make

it

it

is

all

the

The old

when you are outside of
Bohemian Club just

into the

Thyme:

Thyme:

There’s

James: The

and other

class structure

still

fact is

What’s

I

that?

well.

typical first impression?

Janies: Yea, but once you

sit

down and

attention to people in a

general rule, and

it’s

way

that

because where

talk with
I

think

me you

find

try to

pay

I

men doing as a
come from I’m never going
and knew that going in, and
I

don’t see

1

guy and I know that
I
makes me different from other FTMs who go through this.
When you are young you have a lot of illusions about what you
to be a regular
that

are going to get as a result of this.

be perceived as
personality to

who

I

am

What

I’ve got

is

did this so

I

I

could get a

I

Weren’t you attractive

Thyme: How do you

I

a

in the lesbian

community

as a

now about connecting with lesbians?
James: I have lesbian friends and many erf them say they like me
better now because now they see who I am where before there was
feel

they didn’t quite trust

me

me

and

woman

participate in lesbian events,

before.

I

subculture that

Many

past.

I

gay and lesbian friends

humor and

to the
I

hope

me

smoothed and they are
lesbian and straight
don’t have a need to

I

have a very

lesbian politicai consciousness and

my

sensed that

they trust

come from both

politically conscious as a lesbian, so

support

I

now

but

the edges are

all

who knew me

female friends

jagged edges.

right,

as a

very happy for me. This has

full life.

still

I

have

gay and

keep abreast of issues and

And

in political struggles.

the stuff that goes

all

became

I

that

to never lose.

I

on

in the

don’t want to deny

my

Okay, I’m a heterosexual guy. But
I’m not normal, I never will be normal. That
aspiration. But I am not comfortable using the

transsexuals do.

I’m also queer.

my

word “dyke” since

transition.

I

feel that’s

a word

women

should

Coming from a man, it’s derogatory. I
women as dykes. I can call them lesbians, but

use for themselves.

should not refer to
not dykes.

I

used to

call

myself a dyke.

words, where you take control of
it

anymore.

James:

I

am

it

It’s the

and you own

reclaiming of
it,

but

I

don’t

not a dyke.

the ability to

without having to fight with

my

overcome your perception of me as female because

wouldn’t

I

It

feels derogatory

coming from a man.

If

they want to call themselves dykes proudly that’s great, and they

should be able to do so, but

I

feel like it’s

an in word and I’m not

I’m not entitled to use that word and

because

I

know where

I

am

and

I

know who

okay with me
am and I’m happy

that’s
I

don’t miss not being able to use that language.
Did someone say something to you?
James: No, and I wouldn’t say I imposed it on myself, but the

about it

I

Thyme:
first

out I’m very introspective and sensitive.

me

was ashamed to be a woman.
woman.
be a
I was always gonna be

did this because

I

butch?

there.

James: It means like a guy cm beer commercials or Aqua Velva
man or a guy who flies fighter planes. I find it very humorous
because that’s the way they perceive me not knowing me very

Thyme: A

earned as an out cross-dressing

I

to tell

Thyme: You don’t call other women dykes?

factors.

was socialized in a way that makes me
different from other men. Most men perceive me right now as
sort of a man’s man.

Thyme:

going

James: Yeah.

own

because you are a man.

before.

earned,

I

is

really hard to

never was

for going in your direction.

doors open to you.
boys’ network

It

can

I

funny-looking androgynous dyke.

I’m hip

because you become a white middle class male that

just

was

I

a very drastic thing to do for those reasons.

it’s

certainly is a

it

fortunate.

didn’t need one to

There’s the assumption of betrayal

community,
although

are transsexual you will not be

very strongly about adopting children myself

felt that
I

you

never intended to reproduce anyway.

I

felt

reproduce and

that if

I

you perceive me as male

that

Thyme: You were doing well

because they see

older?

James:

now

something that was not quite

a man, ever.

my

have a female body. So

relax.

better job, that

when I was young
thought boys were stupid,
had many males that I played with. We played war,

and cowboys, baseball, football.

but

was

I

men

I

Spring 1994

time

I

used

it

in conversation

I

felt

very uncomfortable.

I

was surprised and I looked mside myself to see where that was
coming from, and that’s what I found. I want to say that I respect
lesbians and lesbian space and I don’t insist on being in it, but
what I do insist on is not being defined by someone else-just as
lesbians do not want to be defined by someone else-as hating
women, or being homophobic, whatever else anyone wants to
say. The only one who can identify themselves is the individual.
Thyme: Were you pre-op when you got into a relationship with
the

mother of your children?

James:

37

We

were together for 14 years and she was aware

right

.
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from the start of my self-identification as a transsexual and she did
She supported my selfnot want me to change my body.

know that love you and him just the same, and am the
who helped your mommy make you both, and I’m sorry

was
supposed to start hormones said, “Are you sure you want to go
through with this?” and she said, ‘If you don’t go through with

take care of you both the

Actually the night before

identification until then.

I

I

mommy

I

and

“Your

it’s

I

can’t

not what your

said, “Why can’t you be his daddy?”
and her lover are afraid that if he calls
mean that he loves me more than he loves

mommy

me daddy that it will
them.” And she said,

We

same way but

And she

wants.”

said,

I

person

I

were talking about getting
married which we would legally be able to do although I felt some
discomfort about that knowing none of my friends could get
married. So we’d been talking about getting married and then
literally one day she woke up and said, “Don’t ask to have sex
with me, and if you want to save this relationship you will get us

James: She

a counselor.”

for a while, but she didn’t like that label, she likes queer better.

Thyme:

Thyme: This feels very
Do you use dildos now?

now

this

I

will leave you.”

family for everyone.”
that,

James: Yes. I was very excited about myself and the path I was
on and testosterone increases your sex drive tremendously, so I
was very interested in sex. She had been complaining for years
that we did not have enough sex, and she had told me she was
looking forward to

my

increased sex drive but as

identifies

James: Sometimes,
up of something

Thyme:

She

People always want to

I

was

my sexual

Thyme: So you do have

response changed such

James:

what we keep hearing that women
want, so I thought I was really pleasing her. She seemed to enjoy
One thing I know is that my
it.
I don’t know what happened.
identity. It was going to
her
to
examine
transition forced her
everything slowly which

is

change her

too.

Thyme:

threatened her lesbian identity?

It

She did not
want to be identified as a straight woman. And I said, "The fact is
you’re walking around the supermarket with a baby, you are
perceived as a straight woman. That doesn’t change you. I’m
never going to be a normal straight man, so you and I will know

James:

who we

Exactly.

are, that

It

what’s important

We’ve know who we

are all

But ultimately she was not interested in continuing
the relationship with me, so she stayed with me through the time
I had my first surgery and then she left, and that’s that So as 1
said, she has prohibited me from forming a relationship with our
second child although I did take care of him, well both children,
every week and took care of him separately every week and took
care of our daughter separately every week for a year. Then she

She took me to court and sued me for non-paternity
my name removed from his birth certificate and changed
his name so he wouldn’t have the same last name as me, and she
could do this because we weren’t married and I had no Wood
cut

it

off.

and had

relationship to him.

no

It's just like

any lesbian relationship,

I

had

rights.

Thyme: She
woman,

James:

who

did this because she wanted her

new

partner, a

to co-parent?

Yes, but

is 8,

brother.

I

do have

a very close

and she’s allowed
It

to call

bond with

me Daddy

my

daughter

in front of her

threatens her relationship with her partner, so

my

how come you are not my brother’s daddy?”
“Because that’s the way your mother wants it, but you

my

filled

fingers.

You

you want to I guess
know, what do transsexuals do?
if

.

.

is
.

very small,

.

when

it’s

.

erections?

body and attach it on the mons pubis. They may or many not do
anything to the existing female gemtaiia, depending on the
surgeon and his technique. That type, unless you have about
100,000 dollars, you will not have an erection, you may not even
have feeling. The metaoidioplasty, however, if your clitoris
grows big enough on testosterone to become the size of a small
penis— which in fact it is the analogous tissue to a penis when in
utero— then the clitoris enlarges to become a penis, and the
scrotum is formed of the tissue of the labia majora, and the
ovaries descend and become the testicles, and the urethra extends
through the pems-that’ s just the normal biological

One of
comes from

kicks in in the brain but not in the body for

It’s a

The theory

that in the

is

testosterone
reason.

stuff.

now about where transsexualism
case of FTMs, during gestation, the

the theories right

malfunction and

MTFs

for

is that

it

some

doesn’t masculinize the body.

the testosterone has kicked in and

masculinized the body but not the brain.

Thyme:

Sounds

plausible.

James: They have proven

on animals. If you
mother animal pregnant with female
act male even though their genitals are

inject testosterone into a

animals, the offspring will

They

behave

this in lab tests

male way. So I have essentially
the analogous organs. They have been surgically altered to appear
as male gemtaiia. So do get natural erections, large enough so
that she can feel a tiny bit of penetration but she likes deeper
female.

will

in a

I

penetration so

I

use

my

fingers

and we

will occasionally play

with a dildo.

Thyme: Do

you

talk

about

James:

and

and psychology' classes or

say,

to use

Yes.

daughter says, “Well
I

that”

take big chunks of muscle and tissue from other parts of your

threatened her lesbian identity.

time.”

this

know

There are two kind of surgery FTMs can have:
phalloplasty and metaoidioplasty. The phalloplasty is when they

and doing

really interested in long foreplay sessions

me

my penis
my thumb

about the size of

I

likes

You may

this.

erect

it’s

in the

and you know

because she likes the feeling of being

Well, even though

foreplay. But after testosterone

enough love
that,

intimate and invasive, but here goes.

James:

that

know

you met post-op? She is a lesbian?
as queer. She was identifying as bisexual

there

was something she didn’t like about it Before testosterone,
would come like that, too fast I didn’t like to engage in long

silly, there’s

said, “I

lover,

large.

don’t have to print

turned out,

it

I

but they are afraid of something, so they don’t

Thyme: Your current

After you started hormones?

“That’s

And

38

I’ve never appeared

this

on

on
tv.

talk
I

shows?

talk about this in sociology

to graduate students getting therapists’
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licenses.

human

services,

groups of people in law enforcement, health

talk to

I

commission next month, people going

rights

In

my

time,

into law.

That must keep you pretty busy.

Thyme:
James:

because

sure would like to get

I

an income

now. But

right

it

is

money

because

it

don’t have

I

extremely rewarding to do.

also

1

work within the transsexual network, which I probably would not
do if it wasn’t for Lou Sullivan who started the FTM Newsletter

He

in conjunction with the support group.

man and

HIV+

he was

His interest

this group.

identified as a gay

most of the time he was working with
was in history and he had been collecting

for

information about passing

women and women

cross-dressing

&

Gay

His collection went to the

throughout history.

Lesbian

Archives, and he also was single-handedly responsible for getting
the medical establishment to realize there

sexual orientation and gender identity.
difficult for

him

is

a difference between

In the past,

was very

it

to get treatment for his transsexualism

and to get

if

brought

that

Now

the medical establishment cm.

you

you look

if

between sexual orientation and gender identity because

And
in

its

very important to recognize

this, that

what you

Anyway, Lou was HIV+ and had AIDS. He

He devoted himself

years after.

people do feel like
that doesn’t

if it’s

really true for

would be better

it

mean they should have

not the answer to everything,

who I would

just a sense

try to

you can get

their life real

bad

down and think real
week before Loud
newsletter, because

lived about four

and also

they could get respect but

if

Having surgery

surgery.

not an easy path.

it’s

I’ve

do

person

this

and

died he asked

am

is

met

going to be fucking up

is

try to get

I

them

carefully about the consequences.

I

to help

them because sometimes

if

I

do some public speaking. So Lou felt
my hands would make sure that it got done.

Thyme: Are you older than most?
James: No there are a lot of transsexual

to slow

She implied
I

to

have a

I

my ex

our house

in the

Bay Guardian.

in the letter the

whole thing

It

the transition

surprise to her was, like

when she

acceptable.

And

I

“We

comes as a shock

seems to be such a

when a person
everyone

to face

about

and

feel

and sense you as a man she couldn’t handle

it

much because she had other stuff about men.
we had to break up. I didn’t want to
be with someone who didn’t want to be with me. What I don’t
accept is being treated as less than human and having my children
robbed from me and having the love that we shared just trashed. I
It

triggered her too
I

could accept that

can’t accept that.

begged her not
choice of

who

1

don’t think

to leave, but

I

it’s

healthy for our children.

respect her decision.

she wants to be with, but

conceived them, for the reasons

She

we conceived

feels betrayed because

we

which we

them.

feel

I

became a man and
betrayed because she took everything away from me.
betrayed.

I

respect her

I

don’t respect that

I

can’t continue to raise our children in the spirit in

James Green was
where he now

I

I

feel

bom and raised in the San Francisco Bay Area
He has an MFA degree in English! Creative
,

lives.

Writing (short fiction ), and

earns

the

is

late

surprise

else.

it.

Nobody

The
It

gets to

do

FTM

California,

,

lectures

He frequently
university-level

and
transgender -related topics. He

is that

will

is

on

gender

45 years old and

the devoted

father of a nine-year old
daughter.

Thyme

S.

Siegel

is

a lesbian

writer, networker, teacher

it

camp

culture tells us

director in

Francisco Bay Area,

takes a tremendous

come

He

editor of the FTM
and
Newsletter an international

30s

this,”

writing

also the director of the

Group of Northern

MTFs maybe

says, “I’ve got to

living

his

technical documentation.

also

those niches which are relatively

transsexuals are sick, insane, unhealthy.

amount of courage

like

a female package was handlable but once she could actually

James:

will identify as lesbians or cross-dress, or be

to

can’t

around male energy or men. The stuff she didn’t

in

visualize

that leaving

people in their

for years undetected.

slid into

then

what was a
do sex

think

I

said

anymore,” she didn’t know she was going to get triggered in her

cross-dress but hide that or people will say, “You’re just a

FTMs

who

sounds like she originally wanted to be supportive

students

tomboys, they get

the one

knew it was from her.
was surprise. Not true.

and she thought she could be supportive.

it

transvestite.”

was

I

about

on

friend,

It wasn’t like it was a big secret in our
She wrote a letter that was in response to an article

quarterly.

The reason

woman

pulled out a photo

up.

and early 40s who have known about themselves for many years
and it has come to the point where they have to do something

the processing goes

the

all

thinks she’s preserving her integrity as a lesbian.

Thyme:

About a

would take over
was

a professional writer and

starting to
that in

feel like

did not speak of it

came

they do.

dissuade from having surgery. There’s

that a

they

if

Lou.

to getting information and

support and also counseling for transsexuals,

people to figure out

erf

who you are attracted to.

your body doesn’t necessarily preclude

people

in the

will see that they recognize that there is a difference

it

was about me

you

Lou took

time she

relationship.

stuff

what they were trying to do was to make people normal.

we

not like

first

we

ex-lover,

they wanted to hang around with us, and she

man. They were not into creating queers. They basically thought

DSM

it is

my

when

processed this

album and showed her photos of my friend in Oregon who had
gone through it before and said, “What do you think about that?”
So they would have to go, “Well, that’s weird,” or “that’s okay”

surgery from qualified practitioners because he identified as a gay

that

not perceived as cross-gender behavior

relationship with

and the

for

it’s
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Michigan

Womyn

Festival
The following letter from the producers of the Michigan
Womyn' s Music Festival was received by Janis
Walworth in January:
December 29, 1993
Dear

In response to your letter received in early
[requesting a refund for the four transsexual
womyn who were expelled] our intent to have the
Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival be a gathering for
womyn bom womyn was clear prior to the ‘93 Festival.
The individuals who you are referring to attended the
‘93 Festival in knowing disregard of that intent. The

November,

s

Music

Update
The following reply to the above letter was sent by
Walworth to Lisa Vogel and Barbara Price on 25
February 1994:

Janis

Dear Lisa
Janis,

Spring 1994

& Barbara,

The four persons who were expelled from the 1993
MWMF all identified as womyn born womyn. They
therefore were not at the Festival in violation of your

We, of

course, understood prior to the
your intent was to discriminate against
transsexuals, and the four transsexuals who attended
were in knowing violation of that intent.
believe
that your position on this matter is duplicitous, and we
Security Coordinator who you refer to in your letter cannot respect ducplicity. This year, if you are willing
requested that our stated policy regarding who the to stale your intent ; i.e., by printing in the brocure that
is a gather for nontranssexual womyn, we will
Festival is created for (womyn bora womyn) be
respected, and in response to that request, the abide by that policy even though we disapprove of it.
individuals voluntarily left the festival and proceeded to However, if you state that the festival is for womyn
lobby their point of view on the matter from directly born womyn, transsexuals who so identify will
across the road from our gate.
continue to feel free to attend this event.
We are clear and Firm about who we are creating
It saddens me to see how readily you undermine the
this gathering for, and we ask now, as we have asked
credibility of your security team. TJiese women worked
before, that these wishes and the wishes of the group of hard to handle a difficult situation with diplomacy and
womyn who work to organize this event, be respected. respect.
never agreed that we were in violation of
the festival policy as stated but did not challenge the
Sincerely, authority of security womyn to expell us from the
Lisa Vogel
Barbara Price festival. However, if statements such as “You have to
leave” are to be construed as a request which we can
choose to voluntarily comply with or not, we will have
Call
to rethink our decison to cooperate with such “requests”
Empathy is an interdisciplinary journal for
in the future.
persons working to end oppression on the basis
I am also disappointed by your failure to take action
of sexual identities. Published twice per year.
in support of your stated policy that “violence against
Empathy is edited by James T. Sears, Ph. D., auwomyn in any form [is] not acceptable” at
My
thor of Growing Up Gay In the South; Race
personal property was stolen repeatedly from the One
Gender and Journeys of the Spirit (1991:
World are, and according to your own security staff the
Harrington Park Press).
threat of violence against me was such that they could
Empathy is committed to including articles
not guarantee my safety on the land. Yet no attempt
by and about transgendered persons in every
was apparently made even to admonish the perpetrators
issue. We are looking for intelligently written
of these threats and actions. Y our willingness to ignore
articles which meet our basic goal — the ability
such transgressions when it suits your purpose
to function in society without oppression, no
bespeaks a lack of commitment to the ideals you put
matter what one’s sexual or gender identity.
forth so eloquently in the Festival book.
For guidelines, please contact Dr. James
Sears, Editor
Publisher. P.O. Box 29250 or
Sincerly,
Dallas Denny, Acquisitions Editor; P.O. Box
Janis Walworth
33724; Decatur, Georgia 30033.
staled policy.

Festival that

We

MWMF

We

,

&

for Papers

MWMF.

,

&
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MWMF’s Exclusionary

Protest Against

Continue This Year

Policy Will
As

Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival

the producers of the

have made clear that they have no intention of changing the
of discriminating against transsexual womyn, the

festival’s policy

effort to

change

that policy that has been

conducted

individuals

have agreed that

who were

if

the producers specifically state in their

“womyn bom womyn”)

only, that

we

womyn

(rather

will not enter the

This does not

mean

that

we

will consider the issue resolved if

womyn

the producers specifically state that transsexual

allowed to attend the

We

festival.

womyn

policy of excluding transsexual

from

this

event

is

unfair

whether or not it is clearly and unambiguously stated.
However, we have agreed to this concession this year only so
as to provide the producers with

some

we

feel that if

do so that it will draw more attention to the policy.
However, we do not expect the producers to change the

the producers

wording of

their policy in their literature, as they

every indication that they do not intend to do

so.

have given us

The

protest

against the festival’s exclusionary policy will continue regardless

of whether the wording in the festival literature

is

and outside the
it

festival,

Since there

is

we

continue with this important work on behalf of the transsexual
things as literature,

buttons and stickers to distribute, transportation, festival tickets,
food,

camping

supplies, postage, telephone calls, faxes,

other expenses. Altogether,

it

requires a

feminist

We

know

that the vast majority of

in the larger lesbian

we only
our momentum.
if

We
time.

womyn who

We

persevere. But

need to raise a

Any amount

of

lot

of

money

at the festival

we

feminist community, and

/

attend the festival

have no doubt that

we need help

we

will

in order to sustain

money

that

in a very short period of
you can possibly contribute to

process that we have
empowerment of our

this vital effort will help us to continue the

begun, and will help

to further the

community everywhere.
In addition to

womyn who

money, we desperately need more transsexual

are willing to go to the festival

conduct our consciousness-raising

womyn who

of transsexual

knowing

that they

and

to help us

We are in need both

are willing to enter the festival

might be expelled and of transsexual and

womyn who

nontranssexual

activities.

are willing to help us conduct

consciousness-raising activities outside the festival gates.

Please send whatever financial contribution that you can
afford

to:

Jams Walworth
P.O.

Box 52

Ashby, Massachusetts 01431

are in great need of financial assistance to

Our expenses include such

the festival.

support our right to attend.

depending on the producers’ response, but

a great deal of expense involved in conducting

type of activity,

community.

at

and

will continue regardless of their response.

this

/

work that we have
have managed to accomplish a

itself

changed or not

That protest may be conducted outside the festival or it may be
conducted inside the festival, or it may be conducted both inside

within the lesbian

tremendous amount of consciousness-raising both

incentive to state the

festival’s policy clearly in their literature because

womyn

Please help us to continue to the vital

are not

continue to believe that the

quite simply, the frontline in the struggle against the

community.

succeed

festival this year.

is,

exclusion of transsexual

begun

expelled from the festival last year

literature that the festival is for nontranssexual

than

Festival

at the

previous two festivals will continue this year.

The

Spring 1994

sum of

dollars to conduct this activity each year.

among

If

you would

like to get involved personally in the consciousness-

raising activities that will continue to take place at the

Womyn’s Music

Festival, please contact

above address or by telephone
Davina Anne Gabriel at 4004

at

Michigan

Jams Walworth

at the

(508) 386-7737, or contact

T roost Avenue; Kansas

City,

Missouri 641 10 or by telephone at (816) 753-7816.

Thank you

several thousand

for your consideration.

The individuals

involved in this activity also spend hundreds of hours of their

Action AIDS, Inc.

time and expend enormous amounts of personal energy on it

However, we all
because what happens

feel that

our effort

is

very worthwhile

[

Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival

at the

not only affects that event

itself,

Fourth floor
1216 Urcti Street

but has wide-ranging

implications on what happens within the lesbian / feminist
community throughout the world. Women come from all over
the

PM. Box 1625

world to attend the Michigan Womyn’s Music Festivafand

they take back to their local communities what they have learned
at the festival.

Michigan

is

Conducting

this

reaching the entire lesbian

/

Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19107

kind of educational activity at

simply the most efficient and effective
feminist

way of

community and of drawing

womyn from lesbian /
The Michigan Womyn’s Music

attention to the exclusion of transsexual

feminist events everywhere.

—
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Mill Circle of Women Conference
From 4-6 February

women gathered together
women at a “radically different, politically

1994, in a first-of-its-kind-ever (but unlikely to be the last) gathering, twenty-seven

at the Essex Conference and Retreat Center in Essex, Massachusetts to explore their lives as
incorrect exploration of what it

Women Conference.
transsexual

were

all

means

to be a

woman,”

the Full Circle of

women - preoperative and postoperative
women, trans gendered women and nontranssexual women -All kinds of

represented, and

came from

as far

away

as Southern California to

attend the event

Those in attendance were afforded the opportunity to make new friends,
to network and to participate in a variety of workshops encompassing such
topics as “Creating Community,” “Transsexual Lesbian Feminism,”
“Intimate Relationships,” “Gender as a Creative Process,” and “The Journey
from Surgery to Womanhood.”

The following
in

is

a poem about the event, written collectively by those

attendance over the course of the weekend:

A

weekend

full

Passion for

of passion
life

For the miracle of creation

Or maybe discovery
Of true selves, strong selves

Woman

selves.

We look at others who shape their lives
Living artwork,

As Hannah

built

from scratch

shapes her forms from clay

People who, as characters

in

Rachel’s books

Face a surreal future
In the cloaks of ancient Goddesses

Lives as strong as Davina’s writing

And as

bright and comfortable as her caftan

Full of joyous music

As Beverly and

Leppington

& Kim

Leighton

Arlene pound out

Fara Shaw Kelsey
Rachel Pollack

&

photo by Davina Anne Gabriel

photo by Davina Anne Gabriel
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MWMF

*93 Exiles Reunion, (I-r): Nancy Jean Burkholder,
Rica Ashby Fredrickson, Wendi Kaiser, Davlna Anne
Gabriel, Janis Walworth

(Hannah Roseanne Roseannadanna
Bananafana Bobana Montana Popana
Fofana Fe-Fi-Fofana) Hannah Blackwell
photo by Fran Windier

Deep

Spring 1394

photo byunkiwwTi

^

in thought.

But exploding with energy

Mixing

As

the sacred and the silly

wisely as Roz and

Kim

Who danced like water babies on
Frozen

ice,

enjoying the pleasure of

Routing and cracking and

floating

Within the safety of outstretched hands

Coming

we

together,

share our pains.

Share the same.

And

Full Circle of

heal.

Coming

together

Shape our
And grow

Coming

we

speak our hearts.

|
|

Women

Organizer Janis Walworth
___

photo by Fran Windier

parts

together,

Davlna Anne Gabriel
& Rachel Pollack

we

fuel

our

photo by unknown

_____

lives

Fire our loves

And know
Together we’re never alone

We mixed strength and courage
With sweetness and love

We found joy
In our sameness and differences

We laid bricks
In the foundations of the future

Each

light

w ithin

is

dim and

fragile

Susceptible to the faintest breath

As the souls enable the light
To strengthen collectively we brighten
.

Our paths

to the future

and our

.

.

and Satisfaction
photo by Da vina Anne Gabriel

Light enlightens the world.
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by Renee Chinquapin
would be

I

(Written for the occasion of the Full

Sweet coy

Circle of Women Conference in
Essex, Massachussetls, February

Cosmogirl wannabe.

all:

thing,

Whatsoever, whosoever.

Howsoever

everyone’s mother.

Caregiver, co-dependent fixer.

1994)

I

too

still

I

may

be,

long for love.

Clothes horse, color coordinator,

The kind embrace of those

All-American homemaker

May

at the

I

May we

be all?

I

cherish;

be all?

mirror.

I’m stuck within a postwar mind
I.
I

I

would be

A

woodsman and

all:

would be

Of two and

bi-friendly dyke,

all:

Witch who

women’s

to

thrills

Tractor driver,

Blood mysteries and worn an talk;

home

gardener,

futile axis

Of either/ors,

music.
carpenter.

three dimensions.

Skewered on a

less or mores.
Auto- immune, para toxic,

un transcended.

Self-righteous feminist, girl giraffe.
builder.

Proudest queer in the pride parade.

Pot grower, oldtimey

guitarist, hiker.
I

Founder of the one and only men’s

would be it all: a lover of women,
Of womanbeing, womansoul.
Of worn an smell, womansense,

group.

Small town good guy, ecofreak,
hsppy

citizen.

Pleased with
I

would be

my

my

my

breasts,

Lounging luxurious

so very angry, so sad, so

I’m not a freak, or

Alone
Alone,

I
I

in the

.

perhaps

I

am?

cannot hold the center.

wake,

Reflections of

silversmith,

Reflections of

Wondweaver, dream weaver, psychic,

I

wooden a

fretful

my own self-hatreds.
my own becoming,

mercy from myselves,
I offer wisdom, awe and trouble;
Let us gnaw upon this all together.
I

beaithealer.

ID.

teacher,

.

women’s

baths.

History

.

Question mark upon a foreign page.

smoothness.

theatre director.

all:

Ballet dancer, Mardi Gras masquer,

cunt,

am

shamed.

I

globetrotter,

pleas for

linguist.

Economist

reader,

man about

I’m a dyke
the

world;

Both ways

alright, but

in butch

and

stuck

femme

No midline androgyne.

would be all: good Jewish son.
Father of a melancholic Swiss

But

impossibly both.

fully, richly,

I

fisherman.

Keeper of the Sabbath, Pagan

I

would be

So when
at
I

I

all.

tell

I

would be

the

all.

woman I love
man

once upon a time was a

heart.

First she winces, then recoils.

Protector

provider, the perfect

/

husband.
In Yiddish* a mensch, an

good guy

I

would be

all

around

And suddenly sees the hated other;
What was a woman becomes a man.

.

Though she and

I

somehow both

are

All, yet in this flash of flesh.
all:

lover of Gabi,

Lover of Nora, Lover of Beatrix,
Lover of Deborah, and hundreds of

modern world.
cannot combine our smaller

In this medieval

We

selves.

others:

Would not have embraced them all.
Had not been a perfect gentleman?

And end up

I

I

asunder.

tJSk.

ending,

love rent

\3&i

WBmKk
Renee Chinquapin
photo by

Parma Arme Gabhd
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What is the New

Subscribe

to:

1

Woman Conference

Rites of Passage

The New Woman Conference is a small
group of postoperative male-to-female
transsexual persons. The NWCs primary
function is to conduct an annual retreat at
which those who have recently had surgery
and those whose surgery was years or decades ago come together. The experience is
spiritual — some would say magical — as
women from all across the United States
enjoy the rustic setting with others

The Newsletter of the

New Woman

Conference

$12 for four issues.
Send check or money
order to:

who

have shared their marvelous ioumies
(Male andfemale partners are welcome)
The Conference culminates with a ritual in which the attendees celebrate that
which they all share — their blood sacrifice.
.

N.W.C

For Information About the New Woman

P.O.

Conference, write to:

Box 67

South Berwick
Maine 03908

N.W.G
P.O.Box€7
South Berwick, Maine 03908
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my name Is Jan Eder. Pm a doctoral student working on my dissertation here in

^

Hello,

Books, magazines, newsletters,
journal articles, videotapes, films and
newspaper clippings about
transsexuality, crossdressing and
transgenderism are wanted for
the newly formed

San Diego, California with male-to-female
transsexuals. I am in need of post-operative
individuals who would be willing to HD ont my
questionnaires. All information is anonymous
and confidential. I will mail the packets to
yon and include self-addressed, stamped envelopes for you to return the information to me.
If yon would like more information yon can

National
Transgender Library
and Archive

reach

me at:

Jan Eder,
Suite

MA

F243

204 North El Camino Real

Materials can be shipped via U.S. Post
Office to: AEGIS; P.O. Box 33724;
Decatur, Georgia 30033 or by UJPJS. or

Encinitas, California 92024

(619) 943-1521 (home)
(619) 439-2800 (work)

other private shippers to: AEGIS;
1898 Chisholm Court; Tucker, Georgia

If you call my home number, leave a message and I will call you bad ASAP. I would
greatly appreciate any input from individuals

30084

who are

post-op, and would be willing to
share their journey with me.
Jan.

Please contact us before shipping large
amounts of materials. We can be reached
most evenings at (404) 939-0244
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Shining Woman Tarot is a sacred divination
pack, awakening in the reader a sense of spiritual power and beauty. It is the result of decades of work with the Tarot, myth, dreams and
the spiritual realities of the imagination. Its
roots are in traditional Tarot, but it is also a radical

departure.

The images, painted by the author herself,
are drawn from many cultures and traditions,
ranging over six continents and tens of thousands of years. The names and symbolism of
the major and minor Arcana have been amend-

ed

—

the four suits are Trees,
Rivers, Birds and Stones, while the Court cards
are now Place, Knower, Gift and Speaker.
Unique in its linking of the Tarot to tribal
and prehistoric art. Shining Woman Tarot opens up many new possibilities for the use of the
Tarot today, and provides a valuable tool for personal development
to reflect this

Rachel Pollack has worked with the Tarot for over twenty years and has written many
books on the subject, including Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom and The New Tarot Her
work has received wide praise for its innovative and sensitive approach to the Tarot
Published by The Aquarian Press, an Imprint of Harper Collins Publishers; Hammersmith,
London. Copyright 1992 by Rachel Pollack.

Misery Loves Company
Christine Beatty

“Christine Beatty writes with the authority of one who
has not only lived but mastered her material.” — Danielle

wans
“They say a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. Well,
this book could get you into trouble for the rest of your
life. What are you waiting for?” — PatCatifia
“ . . good family values.” — Alex Bennett speaking of the
author in a 1992 KITS radio interview. (I think he was
joking.)

available for

$8.50 per copy
(postpaid) from:

Glamazon Press
P.O.

Box 423602

San Francisco,
California 94142

vs

